My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 201 Force
The Cui Family Out
During the call with Tianxiong Yue, Mike Yue could only tell him the
reason why he had a grudge against Zhiming Cui.
The reason was obviously that Mike pretended to be Anya's boyfriend
when he was in Capital City and then got into a conflict with Zhiming.
"Dad, he hit Yuting Chen with his car and then I lost my child."
"Before that, I almost died because of him. If Fei Qi hadn't arrived in time
to save me, I would be either dead or disabled now."
During the call, Mike told Tianxiong what had happened calmly.
He wasn't afraid of being scolded by Tianxiong. He was still going to kill
Zhiming this time even if Tianxiong knew it in advance and was going to
stop him.
Tianxiong was silent for a while after hearing what had happened.
It was about a minute before he spoke and said in a deep voice.
"Dispose of the corpse, I'll deal with the Cui family."
Mike sniffed and said again in a cold voice.
"How did the Cui family educate their son, I want them to pay the price.
The death of their son wasn’t worthy of my wife's pain and the death of
my stillborn child."
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Tianxiong remained silent for seconds and said.
"Okay, I got it."
"I'll have the Cui family removed from Capital City tomorrow."
After hanging up the phone, Mike looked at Fei and Wu Jin and said.
"Mr. Jin, Fei, please dispose of this corpse, to be clean."
Fei gestured with an 'OK’ hand and said indifferently.
"Don't worry, I'm professional at digging holes and burying people."
......
Yunlong Xiao, who was still dialing Zhiming at the airport anxiously , was
so anxious and he hadn't connected with Zhiming
"Where are you, why didn't you answer the phone!"
Yunlong was so anxious that his eyes were red with cold sweat.
"Mr. Xiao, could it be that Zhiming has already boarded the plane? And
maybe the flight he was on has taken off." His subordinate said.
"No, there's no way he didn't tell me. Something must have happened!"
Yunlong scratched his ears, with cold sweat rising on the backs of his
hands. He commanded his subordinates.
"You guys go to the VIP lounge right to find him, and report my name if
someone blocks you."
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After hearing that, a few bodyguards ran in.
After about five or six minutes, they came out with a young man who
was wearing a uniform. He must be an airport security officer.
When Yunlong saw his dazed face, a bad feeling rose in his heart, and he
came over and asked.
"Where's Zhiming? Didn't I ask you to escort him to the plane?"
The young man swallowed and said.
"Mr. Xiao, I ...... didn't see Zhiming and I thought he had already left. I
searched inside but couldn't find him."
Hearing that, Yunlong became numb and retreated several steps in a
row.
The bodyguards saw this and came up to help him.
"He won't disobey me and even if he gets on the plane by himself he'll
send me a text message......"
Yunlong muttered to himself in a trembling voice.
"Mr. Xiao, why don't mobilize the security personnel here and search the
entire airport for Zhiming?" That young security guard said timidly.
Yunlong hissed at him.
"Find! Now!"
"If anything happens to him, the Cui family must fight me to the death!"
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The security guard was so scared that he crawled away.
Yunlong took his phone and was trembling, hesitating whether or not he
should make a call to Zhiming's father, Heng Cui.
If he made this call, how was he going to explain to Heng that Zhiming
was not on the plane definitely.
He was borrowing fifty million dollars from Heng, and the money wasn't
even there yet. If he told Heng that something had happened to
Zhiming, would Heng still lend him the money?
Hesitantly, someone called suddenly, and Yunlong saw that it was Heng
who had called him.
"Oh my god ......"
With a little confused, he gulped and answered the phone shakily.
"Hey, Heng ......"
On the other end of the phone, there was a thunderous, even maniacal
voice from Heng.
"Yunlong, how did you take care of my son? My son is dead!"
After hearing that, Yunlong was shocked as if he had been struck by
lightning and he said subconsciously.
"What? Who's dead?"
"My son!" Heng roared, "My son is dead, killed by Mike! Tianxiong called
me personally to tell me!"
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Now Yunlong was completely confused. Even if Zhiming died, it should
be Mike Yue who killed him. How could it be Mike? And it had only been
a short time, even he hadn't even found Zhiming yet, so how could the
Yue family know that Zhiming had been killed?
"Heng, did you ...... get the short end of the stick? Zhiming is missing,
and I'm still looking for him. How could the Yue family know where he is
now?"
Heng howled.
"You're a fucking pig! That miscreant has offended Tianxiong's son, Mike!
He hit Mike’s wife so that he lost their child! He also almost killed
Tianxiong's son. How did you watch over him? I asked him to come to
Tianhai City for treatment and you just fucking let him be killed by
others!"
Yunlong mumbled as he sat on the ground.
"Mike ......"
"Mike......"
It seemed that he understood suddenly.
It turned out that Mike was a fake name, and this man ...... was actually
Mike!
"This ......"
For a moment, Yunlong felt that his head had been poured full of paste,
and he didn't even know how to speak.
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"I'm already in trouble on my own, so don't ask me for that fifty million
dollars. You're on your own!" Heng said, "The Yue family has now united
with the other two big families and wants to force me out nationwide.
The Cui family is over! I am over!"
After saying that, Heng hung up the phone directly.
Yunlong paralyzed on the ground, bursting into tears. The Cui family is
over, and how about the Xiao family?
Now he had regretted totally and felt aggrieved. At the end, he got into
trouble with Mike in order to help Zhiming take revenge. How did he
know that Mike was Mike? How would he know that the one he and
Zhiming messed with was Mike?
If he had known, it was impossible for him to mess with Mike.
But now, it was too late ......
Yunlong stopped looking for Zhiming. Zhiming was dead, so why should
he look for him?
The most important thing now was to find a way to remedy the situation,
preferably to seek forgiveness from Mike.
He drove back home and asked Zhenghao Xiao along with him to the
front door of the Jiuding Group. They two knelt at the company's front
door, waiting for Mike, and then kowtowed to him for their sins.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 202 To
Estrange
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Mike Yue returned to the hospital and was accompanying Yuting Chen
outside the ward.
Apart from him, Mingyu Sun was also here. Mingyu was concerned with
Yuting as same as Mike. He was injured and had not eaten. And he
looked haggard incredibly, but still stood outside the ward, waiting for
Yuting to wake up.
"Brother, you should eat something."
Zhiyao Xia took some food to Mike and handed the lunch box to him.
But Mike didn’t want to eat, and he didn't even take a sip of water.
"Give it to him."
Mike looked at Mingyu and said.
Zhiyao sighed and could only walk to Mingyu and handed him the lunch
box again.
"Eat something, you're injured and weak, you must eat something."
Mingyu shook his head with impassive eyes, not saying a word.
He had no mood to eat because Yuting was injured seriously. And now
that Yuting had met up with Mike, so he didn't stand a chance definitely
at all.
Although he had confessed to Yuting before and had been rejected, he
still didn't give up. He was dedicated to his feelings and even more so to
Yuting. He didn't even mind that Yuting was pregnant, so his love for
Yuting no longer needed to be explained.
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Even if he was rejected, he had always hoped that he would be able to
impress Yuting one day. But now Mike had come. Now he only wanted
to wait for Yuting to wake up. With Mike accompanying Yuting, it was
time for him to leave.
Seeing Mingyu was silence, Zhiyao was helpless. In this situation, neither
Mike nor Mingyu would eat anything.
Mike saw this, pushed his wheelchair over, and said to Mingyu.
"You're already injured, if you don't eat something your body won't be
able to handle it."
"You are Yuting's benefactor, thank you for taking care of her during this
time. If she wakes up and sees that you're sick, she will definitely be sad
too."
Zhiyao looked at Mike with surprise.She thought that Mike would regard
Mingyu as a rival, but she didn't think that Mike would care about
Mingyu.
In fact, Mike was a little uncomfortable. But when he met Yuting again,
he knew that he was the only man in her heart because of the expression
in her eyes.
And if it wasn't for Mingyu taking care of Yuting during this time, he
couldn’t imagine what Yuting’s life would be. He should be thankful to
Mingyu and shouldn't be hostile towards him.
What Zhiyao didn't expect was that Mingyu really listened to Mike and
snatched the lunch box from her hand and began to eat.
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Seeing Mingyu eating, Mike pushed his wheelchair back again. Suddenly,
his phone rang and it was Mark Duan.
"Mike, Yunlong Xiao and Zhenghao Xiao are here." Mark said, "They are
kneeling downstairs in our company right now, so I guess they already
know your true identity."
Mike heard the words and said with a blank expression.
"Let them kneel."
After saying that, he hung up the phone.
......
At about six o'clock the next morning, Yuting woke up.
"Doctor, is she okay?" Mike asked.
"Fine, she is just a little weak, you guys can go in and see her now." The
doctor said.
As soon as his voice fell, Mike pushed the wheelchair into the room and
Mingyu couldn't wait to rush inside the room with Mike.
"Yuting, Yuting, it's me! It's okay, I'll stay with you!"
Mike pulled Yuting's hand excitedly and said with a trembling voice.
Mingyu was also very emotional originally , but at this point he could
only stand to the side awkwardly.
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Yuting stared blankly at the ceiling, and her face was bloodless. Two lines
of tears flowed down her pale face. Seeing this, both Mike and Mingyu
were heartbroken.
"My child ...... has gone ......right?"
She asked. Yuting's mouth was open slightly and her voice was hoarse.
Mike and Mingyu were stunned. It was not only the child lost ......
"Yuting, I'm sorry!" Mike choked up, "It's my fault. I didn't find you in
time. I didn't protect you and the baby. The child ...... has gone ......"
Hearing this, Yuting burst into tears again, and she choked with sobs.
She had suffered so much, coming to Tianhai City by herself because of
her child. She was pregnant for months, but she lost the chance to be a
mother and lost her child because of an accident.
This accident was a bolt from the blue for her.
"My child ...... has gone ......" she said to herself, as if her soul had been
removed from her body.
Mike was so distressed that tears flowed down his face as he saw Yuting.
He comforted her and said.
"Yuting, we can have the baby again, and you're lucky to be alive."
"It was an accident that no one expected, you have to be strong."
Mike didn't tell Yuting the fact that she would never be able to have
children. And at this time, he could only find excuses to comfort her.
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"Yuting, this is an accident that no one expected, so don't feel too bad."
Mingyu also came to comfort Yuting.
But for a mother, her child was everything. Not to mention that Yuting
had given too much emotion and efforts to her child. Once it lost, no one
would be able to bear the pain.
"I want to be alone for a while."
Yuting stopped crying and became very calm suddenly.
The more she looked like this, the more worried Mike became. And
according to normal circumstances, Yuting should have a lot to say to
him when she met him again. Even if they didn't talk, they would still be
at ease to be together.
At least he did, because he felt at ease after seeing Yuting.
Mike was a little scared that Yuting would estrange him deliberately.
Mingyu was also worried and said awkwardly.
"Yuting, you're very weak right now and you need to be taken care of."
"Why don't let Mike stay here with you ......"
Yuting stared at the ceiling blankly, said.
"I want to be alone for a while."
Hearing this, Mike and Mingyu looked at each other, and Mingyu pushed
Mike out of the room directly.
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"Don't think nonsensically, the child in her belly is her spiritual support.
Now the child has gone, it's normal for her, a mother, to have this
reaction."
Mingyu, instead, comforted Mike.
Mike hung his head with red eyes, and asked.
"Am I incompetent at all? Both as Yuting's boyfriend and as the father of
the child."
Mingyu sighed.
"Zhiyao told me everything, she said you've been looking for Yuting. It's
not really your fault, I guess that's just fate. Just like this accident, if I had
stopped earlier, or a few minutes later, maybe it wouldn't have
happened."
"But there are no ifs in this world, and you cannot regret. So maybe
Yuting and this child were not meant to be. Since things have gone
wrong, we can only find ways to make up for it, guilty and self-blame are
useless."
Mike turned his wheelchair around and looked at Mingyu.
"Do you love her?"

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 203 Fenghua
Li Was Stunned
For the next days, Mike Yue and Mingyu Sun took turns to take care of
Yuting Chen.
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Yuting was really too weak, and the loss of her child was a big blow to
her. She did not say a word for two days. She only ate a little and then
stopped eating. It seemed like the food was just for being alive.
Mike had more fears than worry. he found that Yuting's attitude towards
him was not as good as her attitude towards Mingyu. When he was in
the ward, Yuting kept turning her head and didn't look at him.
For Mike, there was nothing more uncomfortable than this.
He remembered the words he asked Mingyu two days ago suddenly if he
loved Yuting very much, and Mingyu nodded affirmatively and said yes.
It was said that women are touched by others easily, especially the men
who often cared for her. And in Yuting's most difficult time, it was
Mingyu who always took care of her. Mike was afraid that Yuting had fell
in love with Mingyu.
Although in the beginning, he was sure that Yuting only put him in her
heart. But now, the baby has gone, and even though this accident had
nothing to do with him from an objective point of view, but in her heart,
she would definitely be disappointed at him.
A man who had disappointed Yuting, and a man who had taken care of
her for a long time and was devoted to her in every way. Mike was a little
worried, and with Yuting's attitude towards him in the past two days, he
already had a bad feeling in his heart.
In the morning, it was Mingyu's turn to take care of Yuting, and Mike was
ready to go back to the office.
In front of the company, Yunlong Xiao and Zhenghao Xiao, were still
kneeling downstairs.
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These two have been kneeling for two days and two nights, and they
have never left this place. And they have almost become a scene
downstairs. At first, when someone said that Yunlong had come to kneel
at the Jiuding Group many people didn't believe it, but when they
searched online and found out that this was really the CEO of the Xiao
Group, everyone was shocked.
The Xiao Group, which was a top ten ranked company in Tianhai City,
and it was more powerful than the Jiuding Group. Yunlong was even a
popular and famous entrepreneur in Tianhai City, so why would he come
to the Jiuding Group and kneel down?
Many people weren't clear about what happened, but just the scene of
Yunlong and Zhenghao kneeling had conveyed a message to everyone.
The CEO of the Jiuding Group had a strong background, so that even
Yunlong didn't dare to mess with him. Yunlong had provoked the CEO of
the Jiuding Group accidentally, so he had to come and kneel down to
admit his mistake in order to save himself.
At this time, not far away from the Jiuding Group an SUV parked and
Fenghua Li was in it.
"President Li, that ...... is really Yunlong , and his son!"
The driver turned his head and said in shock.
Fenghua still didn't believe it, and he even opened the window of the car
to look towards the entrance of the Jiuding Group, and found that there
were really two people kneeling there, and one of them, was Yunlong.
Seeing this, Fenghua had to believe it, and the had been shock for a long
time.
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"How could this be ...... "Fenghua was stunned, and thought, "Even if fifty
million dollars was robbed, there's no need for doing this, right? No
matter how bad the Xiao Group is, it can not be broke down by the
Jiuding Group. How come Yunlong is so spineless ......"
Fenghua really couldn't understand, as the saying goes, a skinny camel
was bigger than a horse. Yunlong had accumulated decades of wealth,
even though he had lost a lot of money because of the robbery, he still
had a lot of property, which was unattainable by many people. Yunlong
was so arrogant that he needn’t to kneel to Mike.
"President Li, is it really as rumored that the CEO of the Jiuding Group
has a very big background?"
Even the driver couldn't help but turn around and asked Fenghua.
Fenghua shook his head and sighed.
"I don't know, how would I know that."
He said, opening the door.
"You wait here, I'll go and take a look."
After saying that, Fenghua got out of the car and walked towards the
gate of the Jiuding Group.
He arrived in front of Yunlong and bent down to look in surprise at
Yunlong, who was already delirious, and asked.
"Yunlong, what are you doing? You're the founder of the Xiao Group but
why you've come here to kneel down to someone?"
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Fenghua did not mean to mock him, but he really couldn't understand.
Yunlong raised his head to look at Fenghua, kneeling for two days and
two nights, he and Zhenghao were both about to collapse. But without
waiting for Mike to come, without asking for forgiveness, how could they
dare to get up.
"Fenghua ......"
After seeing Fenghua, Yunlong's appearance changed slightly, and then
he revealed a bitter expression.
He did not dare to tell others about Mike’s true identity and sighed.
"Fenghua, I'm in big trouble, so give me a chance. Let me pay back the
money later for the past relationship, okay?"
When Fenghua saw Yunlong, he sighed as well.
"Why you became so sorehead?"
"Fine, I'll give you three months. Don't say I'm ruthless to you, three
months is my bottom line."
Yunlong nodded repeatedly and gratefully.
"Thank you, thank you!"
At this moment, a Bentley also parked in front of the company.
Fei Qi got down from the car and took the wheelchair out of the trunk,
and helped Mike down from the car.
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Suddenly seeing Mike, Fenghua looked a bit flustered, and he distanced
himself from Yunlong and stood to the side.
He strode towards Mike and greeted him.
"Mike, I'm here to see you, not Yunlong, and I didn't know he was here."
Fenghua looked like he was afraid that Mike would misunderstand that
there was still a connection between him and Yunlong.
Mike smiled and said.
"I'm very happy that President Li has come to visit me, but I'm sorry that
I'm not able to receive you properly due to my inconvenient legs."
Fenghua waved his hand and smiled.
"Why are you so polite, you're not a stranger. I like the tea you've
brought to me."
"Fei, get out of the way, let me push Mike."
With that, he drove away Fei and came to push the wheelchair for Mike
himself, in a close and intimate manner.
This scene had already been filmed by the paparazzi waiting nearby.
The Fenghua Group's CEO pushed the wheelchair for the Jiuding Group's
CEO personally. This was big news and would surely be the headlines
again tomorrow.
Fenghua was pushing Mike, and as he passed by Yunlong, Yunlong said
to Mike.
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"Mike, please stay back!"
When the wheelchair stopped, Mike turned around to look at Yunlong
and his son and asked with a blank expression.
"President Xiao, what are you doing? I heard that you've been kneeling
here for two days and two nights, are you trying to make news for the
Jiuding Group to attract attention?"

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 204
Fengxing Group
“Mr. Yue, I was wrong before. I shouldn't have gone against you and I'm
willing to compensate you.”
“I'll compensate you for all the losses that my Xiaoshi Group caused to
the Jiuding Group before.”
At the company's gate, Yunlong Xiao kowtowed and apologized to Mike
Yue, and his usual arrogance and imposing manner were completely
gone.
While Fenghua Li stood behind Mike with a complicated expression. He
had known that Mike was not an ordinary man since Mike gave him that
can of special offer tea, but he never knew what Mike's true identity was.
Now it seemed that Yunlong must have learned of Mike’s true identity in
some ways, otherwise he wouldn't have been so scared.
“Mr.Xiao, didn't you say earlier that I robbed you of fifty million dollars
and wanted me to pay you back?”
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Mike Yue asked, looking at Yunlong with a sneer.
Yunlong hurriedly said: “Misunderstanding! It's totally a
misunderstanding!”
“How could Mr.Yue rob my money! I, Yunlong Xiao, am willing to give
you my money as long as you give me a command. What happened
before was just a misunderstanding! Mr.Yue, please don’t be angry with
me! I'm just an old fool, don't take it personally!”
Hearing his words, Mike laughed again: “Aren’t you afraid of your
company going bankrupt if you compensate me now that it is having
such a hard time and even the money chain of it is broken?”
Yunlong cried with tears streaming down his face. How could he not
know the seriousness of the matte? But even if the company went
bankrupt, it wasn't the worst thing. The worst was that the Yue family
would make his entire family pay the price, and then it wouldn't just lead
to the insolvency of the company, but probably the lost lives of his entire
family.
He received a call from Heng Cui yesterday, and he knew that the Cui
family had fled the country overnight, not even daring to take tens of
billions of dollars of assets with them.
“As long as Mr.Yue can forgive me and my son, I can give you all the
compensation you want no matter how much it is!” Yunlong said quite
seriously.
Then Mike nodded and smiled, saying: “I’m glad Mr. Xiao is so sincere, I'll
think about it.”
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Then he looked at Zhenghao Xiao, asking: “Zhenghao, do you know that
Zhiming Cui has been dead?”
Fenghua Li, who was standing on the side, was somewhat shocked at the
news and hurriedly asked:
“Zhiming Cui? The young master of the Cui family in the Capital City?”
Mike nodded: “It's him. It seemed that this young master of the Cui
family is very famous now that even Mr.Li knows him.”
Then Fenghua turned pale with horror and asked shakily:
“He's dead? How did he die? Isn't his father Heng Cui? Who dared to kill
him?”
At this point, Zhenghao Xiao trembled and hurried to say to Mike:
“Mr.Yue, have mercy! Your wife really wasn’t hit by me, but by Zhiming!”
“We were drinking that night, and the next morning I asked him to call
for the driving service, but he didn’t listen to me at all. I was also terrified
when I was sitting in the car, and it’s no use convincing him no matter
how hard I tried.”
Then Mike looked up at Fenghua, smiled and said:
“That young master Zhiming Cui drove into my wife. Luckily, Nothing
happened to my wife, but the baby inside her is gone.”
“So that young master died that afternoon. Mr. Li, do you think this is
just a karma?”
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Fenghua Li felt a shiver run down his spine as he became stunned after
hearing the words. A karma? Apparently Zhiming must have been killed
by Mike.
“Of course, a little baby just died before it was even born! That Zhiming
really deserves to be punished!” Fenghua hurriedly showed his approval.
“I've already done my research about the incident.” Mike looked at
Zhenghao again and said: “It was indeed Zhiming who drove into my
wife, so you don't have to be afraid anymore. Both of you, get up and
don't kneel down before me.”
“If you die here because of kneeling down before me, I will definitely be
guilty.”
“Mr. Xiao, if you really want to make peace negotiations, come to my
house tonight at eight o'clock and I'll wait for you.”
Then Mike turned his wheelchair around and said to Fenghua: “Mr.Li,
let’s go up first.”
Yunlong was so relieved after hearing his words that he pulled Zhenghao
and crawled away from there, wobbling at the same time.
At eight o'clock that night, Yunlong arrived at Mike's house as scheduled.
He carried many bags filled with presents as if he were coming to send
gifts to his leader.
“Mr. Yue, I have already known your identity. I never would have thought
that you would actually be the young master of the Yue family.”
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“It was my fault for failing to recognize you before. I was wrong, Mr.Yue,
and I came to sincerely apologize to you.”
In the living room, Yunlong once again acknowledge his mistake to Mike.
After hearing his words, Mike asked him seriously:
“You're apologizing to me only because you're afraid of the Yue family,
aren't you?”
“And if I wasn't the young master of the Yue family, would you continue
to go against me?”
Then Yunlong changed his expression and turned slightly pale and said
helplessly:
“How would I dare to do that? Even if I wanted to continue to go against
you, I don't have the power at all. When I was at the police station, I had
already given up on the idea of continuing to fight against the Jiuding
Group.”
“Although you are the young master of the Yue family and enjoy a high
position, those rich second generations are still in no way comparable to
your skills and wisdom. I've already suffered losses from you, not to
mention I also know the fact that both Fei Qi and Wu Jin are your
subordinates. Even if I had been so brave that I was afraid of nothing, I
couldn’t have paid the price of being killed.”
“I really dare not to go against you! Young master, please spare us
people of the Xiao family!”
Yunlong really tried his best to acknowledge his mistake and beg for
mercy.
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Mike couldn’t help laughing after Yunlong finished saying.
Then he said: “I can leave you alone, but I have one request for you.”
Yunlong said with a big smile at once: “I'll give you whatever you want!”
Then Mike took a thing which looked like a certificate out of his pocket
and handed it to Yunlong, saying: “The Yue family has great wealth, so
do I. And what I want the most are not money and profit, but loyalty.
Yunlong took a look at the certificate and saw two big words written on
it: Fengxing Group!
Then he asked confusedly: “Young master, what......do you mean?”
Mike grinned and said: “This is the pass to Fengxing Group, of which I’m
the founder.”
“If you take this certificate, you will be one of my subordinates and a
member of Fengxing Group. In the future, if I have a need or a
command, you must immediately carry out my orders. Of course, as long
as you are a member of Fengxing Group, if something happens to you or
if you are in need, I will also help you.”
“And in the whole Fengxing Group, you will only be at my sole
command.”
After hearing what he said, Yunlong held the pass in his hand and was
stunned at once.
According to his words, Mike was intended to recruit him? So he would
be under the control of Mike at any time from now on if he took it?
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My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 205 Mike's
Ambition
“Young master, it......”
Yunlong Xiao became a little embarrassed at the invitation of Mike Yue.
Though he wanted to refuse Mike, he still dared not to say anything.
Noticing Yunlong’s embarrassment, Mike said seriously:
“You can refuse me, I won't force you. But if you do that, then you and I
will split up and I will definitely settle the old score with you.”
“In addition, I hope you can think about the longer benefits. If you join
my Fengxing Group, I will also recruit countless entrepreneurs just like
you. It's a huge number, and our Fengxing Group is just like a big family.
If you become a member of it, no matter what troubles you encounter in
the future, we can all help each other and make money together.”
“Do you only focus on Tianhai City? Although you're famous enough in
the city, what is the entire Tianhai City compared to the cities like Capital
City, Jinling, Jinghai, and Gangdao?”
After hearing his words, Yunlong looked a little tentative and then he
plucked up the courage to ask:
“Young master, excuse me, you......are not going to betray the Yue family
and start your own business, are you?”
Mike couldn't help laughing at his words and said:
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“You are thinking too much. I am the eldest son and grandson of the Yue
family, and my father, Tianxiong Yue, is even the head of the family. All of
the Yue Family's property will be inherited by me in the future, so neither
do I have the need to betray the Yue Family, nor any reasons to do so.”
Then Yunlong asked again:
“So why did you......start up this group? With your status, you have an
endless supply of glory and wealth to enjoy. What’s more, with the Yue
family's great power and big reputation in our country, no one dares to
shake your position as well. You are already one of the biggest families in
the country that has much fame and fortune.”
“Aren’t you gilding the lily in doing so?”
What Yunlong said was indeed right. The Yue family had already been in
a very high position and become the benchmark for all the other
entrepreneurs. Now that one Yue family was powerful enough to stand
proudly above others, there was no need to create another ‘Yue family’.
Then Mike burst out laughing and said：
“How can a sparrow know the will of a great swan? Do you think the Yue
family can always flourish and never decline?”
“As a saying goes, you can't be poor for more than three generations,
and you also can't be rich for more than three generations. My grandpa
is of the first generation, and I’m of the third generation. If I don't forge
ahead and continue to develop the business, the Yue family will be
defeated by other families one day.”
“Since we want the Yue family to flourish and never decline, we have to
move forward moment by moment. That's why I established Fengxing
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Group to prepare for the Yue Family to take a higher step. One day, if the
Yue Family encounters any difficulties or suffers any major blow,
Fengxing Group will be the family's back-up team.”
“Although I'm the young master of the Yue family, I've never relied on
my family, and I hope to support my father and the Yue family with my
own strength. I've been hiding my identity because I want to create a
business world through my own efforts. The emergence, development,
and even growth of the Fengxing Group is just my ultimate goal.”
“Now I'm extending an invitation to you. Mr.Xiao, think it over and
decide for yourself if you want to join the group.
After hearing Mike's words, Yunlong was stunned at once.
He had fought his way in the business world for so many years, and he
considered himself to be quite outstanding because he worked hard to
be the CEO of the Xiao Group from a negligible employee. He thought
that he had created much wealth and achieved high status that many
people could only dream to get.
But after hearing Mike’s words and knowing his ambition, Yunlong
suddenly felt that he was indeed a bit too short-sighted. When he got to
know Fengxing Group that Mike was talking about, a huge business
empire was revealed to him.
According to Mike’s plan, Fengxing Group would recruit many business
tycoons, which was a huge organization consisted by numerous business
tycoons and companies. If he really joined the group, all those tycoons
and companies would share resources and cooperate with each other,
and those resources that they could use would definitely be the best.
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Since Yunlong was no mediocrity, of course he could think of the
benefits of joining the group.
“Young master, you don't have to say anything! I'm willing to, I can not
be more willing to join your group!”
“I'll take this pass, thank you for inviting me!”
“And......I'd like to ask how many people are already in this group?”
Seeing how excited Yunlong was, Mike laughed and held out a finger:
“Only you, Mr.Xiao.”
Yunlong was dumbfounded after hearing his words: “Just me?”
So Mike was still a “general without an army” in this Fengxing Group, and
he, Yunlong Xiao was even a founding elder!
“Mr.Xiao, you need not be disappointed.” Mike smiled: “I will keep
extending invitations to those entrepreneurs. Tianhai City is simply my
first stop of development. Anyway, a business empire can't be built
overnight.”
“If you believe in my ability, then just take this pass and I guarantee that
one day in the future, it will be worth hundreds of millions of dollars and
will become something many entrepreneurs can only dream of!”
Yunlong nodded heavily after hearing his words:
“I do! I believe in the ability of young master!”
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No matter how, he had to take this pass, otherwise he would end up like
Heng Cui and have to run away in the morning.
Although there was only one member, Yunlong Xiao, in the Fengxing
Group, Mike was still quite confident.
He believed that Fengxing Group would develop better and better and
he believed that he had that ability to make it the largest business
organization in the country that major domestic entrepreneurs would be
proactive to join in the coming years.
“Mr.Xiao, I appreciate your vision, and to show my appreciation for you,
I'm prepared to pay you back the fifty million dollars I robbed you of.”
After saying that, Mike began to laugh.
As soon as Mike finished saying, Yunlong was so excited that he fell
down from the sofa and looked at Mike in surprise, trembling:
“Young master, is......what you said true?”
Mike nodded: “Yes, but I can only give you back forty million dollars,
because I've already spent ten million dollars.”
He had spent the other ten million dollars buying gifts for Fenghua Li.
After hearing his words, Yunlong hurriedly said in response:
“Forty million is fine, I can't ask for more if you can pay me back!”
“As for that ten million dollars, take it as my present to you, and my fund
for the development of our Fengxing Group. In the future, let alone fifty
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million dollars, it’s even possible for me to earn half a billion dollars with
your group!”
Yunlong was so excited that he almost jumped for joy because he had
never thought that Mike would give him back his 40 million dollars.
He thought he would definitely pay his price if he offended Mike this
time, but he didn't expect that Mike not only didn't use the Yue family to
take revenge on him, but also gave him back that 40 million dollars.
“Mr.Xiao, be calm and don't rejoice too soon! There is an iron law for
joining the Fengxing Group.” Mike said again: “Neither can you withdraw
from the group, nor betray it!”
Then Yunlong was stunned for a second: “Can't withdraw from the
group?”
Mike nodded and said seriously:
“Yes, you can't quit, and once you're in the group, you're in for life.”
“I know that you choose to join Fengxing Group because I am the young
master of the Yue family, and you admire the wealth and the fame of the
family. So if one day, the Yue family meets with misfortune, Fengxing
Group will be the Yue family's backup group and I don't allow anyone to
quit, let alone betray the group.”
“Therefore, if either happens, no matter how far the traitor flees, I, Mike,
will definitely run after him and take his life in person! And he who
betrays will die like a dog!”
Facing with Mike’s murderous look,Yunlong swallowed and nodded.
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“Don't worry, we'll advance and retreat together, share honor and shame
together and never drag out an ignoble existence!”
After hearing his words, Mike took out his right hand actively and smiled
faintly:
“Wish us a good cooperation!”

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 206 Yuting
Chen changed her mind
The Fengxing Group which was the goal of Mike Yue, was a grand
undertaking that would definitely not be easy to develop. But once it
grew and developed into his ideal company. Then this company would
definitely be an indestructible, golden house that countless people
would dream of.
Now there was only one person in the company, Yunlong Xiao. But Mike
believed his ability and the company would definitely grow fast. But in
order for the company to grow rapidly, he definitely had to promote
himself first. Only by setting the benchmark up, could he recruit more
people.
But as the saying went, 'Cultivate your family and rule the country and
the world'. If you didn't have a harmonious family, how could you rule
the world?
So he needed to deal with his individual problems first before
developing his career properly. If he didn't even deal with his own
relationship problems, he couldn't devote himself to his career.
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He was going to go to the hospital to have a talk with Yuting Chen to
forget each other. They had an emotional foundation before and Yuting
was already pregnant. Even though the child was gone, he, as a man,
should take responsibility to give her a home and marry her.
As usual, Zhiyao Xia forced him to go to the hospital.
"Zhiyao, I'm going to go to the hospital to propose to her. What do you
think?"
On the way, Mike wanted to hear her thoughts.
Zhiyao shuddered after hearing that, and her face turned pale. She had
only known Mike for a few months, from friend to brother and sister, and
then she liked Mike.
In the past couple of months, she had been the one taking care of Mike,
who had difficulty with his legs and feet, and she had even moved to his
house to take care of him. She thought that Mike had left Yuting behind.
And every day, she was getting closer and closer to him. She had
planned to stay like this with Mike and one day he would fall in love with
her.
But out of expectation, Mike and Yuting have meet again. And she, after
all, was still a little sister in his heart. That's all.
Zhiyao felt a little bitter in her heart and revealed a bitter smile, saying.
"I'll support you in any decision you make, but ......"
Seeing Zhiyao stammering, Mike said.
"There's nothing bad to say, we can say anything between us."
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Zhiyao hesitated and said.
"But Yuting she ...... won't be able to have children after all. Although I've
never met your family brother, but your family must be a big family.
Would your parents approve of you marrying Yuting?"
"You have to think about yourself too. If you marry her, you'll ...... not
have any children after that."
After hearing Zhiyao's words, Mike was also dumbfounded.
He suddenly remembered that when he had called Tianxiong Yue and he
had said that Yuting was no longer able to have children. The Yue family
was a big family in Capital City. And he was even the eldest son and
grandson of the Yue family, not to mention Tianxiong, even the uncles
and the three old uncles of the Yue family would probably not agree to
him marrying Yuting.
Thinking of this, Mike suddenly felt a bit of a headache, wiping his face,
he sighed.
"Besides, there's no way I'm going to leave her alone, anyway."
"I must take my responsibility!"
He had already thought that before he could ignore the Yue family's
opposition with Helen so he could marry with Yuting secretly.
He would definitely treat Yuting well and never separate from her again.
……
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After arriving at the hospital, as soon as he entered the ward, Mike found
Yuting packing up her things as if she was about to leaving here.
"Yuting, you're getting discharged from the hospital?" Mike frowned
fiercely, even advised, "You are still very weak. The doctor didn't even let
you out of the hospital, how can you discharge yourself!"
Yuting was packing her things and even she had changed her clothes,
while Mingyu Sun, with an embarrassing face, was helping Yuting pack
her things behind her.
When she saw Mike Yue coming, Yuting didn't greet him or didn't say a
word to him.
The next few days, Yuting has not spoken to him. He was busy pulling
Mingyu and his tone somewhat was reproachful.
"What are you doing, don't you know she can't get out of the hospital!"
Mingyu sighed and whispered.
"She insisted on getting out of the hospital, and I couldn't stop her."
Mike, who was busy pushing his wheelchair over, grabbed her hand and
said.
"Yuting, what's wrong with you? Are you blaming me? You can tell me
where I'm not doing well. You don't have to do that."
" What if something happens if you just go out there. The doctor said
your body can't take much more!"
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Yuting froze in place and turned her head slightly to look at Mike. This
was the first time in the past few days that she had made eye contact
with him.
"You didn't do anything wrong anywhere, and I don't blame you. We are
over now, aren't we?"
Yuting finally spoke to Mike. However, the words that came out were
cold and emotionless.
Mike was stunned on the spot. His eyes were a little red. He looked at
Yuting and his voice trembled.
"What do you mean? How could we have nothing between us? We were
so sweet and happy in Chuzhou City."
"I know I was wrong at first. I shouldn't have hovered between you and
Helen left and right. I should have been more determined. I know I was
wrong. Can't you give me a chance? When I came back to Chuzhou City
from Capital City, I came straight to you. I wanted to bring you to live
with me in Tenhai City, but you left."
"When I arrived at your house, the house had been empty and there was
only one letter in the living room. Do you know how sad I was?"
What Mike said was all from the heart.
Despite the tears on her face, Yuting smirked .
However, they were both sad to hear this.
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These two people were Zhiyao and Mingyu. After all, what Mike said was
all about the story between him and Yuting. And Zhiyao liked Mike and
Mingyu liked Yuting.
When Yuting heard this, her body also shuddered, and tears overflowed
her eyes in no time at all.
Despite the tears on her face, Yuting smirked .
“I don’t know. I don’t wanna know.”
"That's all in the past. I don't like you anymore. The baby was everything
to me, and now that it's gone so I'm even less likely to go back with you.
Just go away and don't bother me."
These words and sentences like needles stuck in his's heart.
Zhiyao, who was silent on the side, was now somewhat unable to listen
anymore.
She bit her lips and couldn't help but retort.
"How can you say that about my brother. Do you know he's been
looking for you for the past few months!"
"He worries about you every day. He's not happy every day because he
can't find you. In order to find you, he had a car accident and broke his
leg. And even he was almost killed by someone. I know you're sad that
the baby is gone, but it was an accident. You can't blame my brother."
"You're hurting him too much by saying that!"
Mike saw this and stopped Zhiyao and he blamed.
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"Stop it!"
But Zhiyao ignored his blame. She only knew that how much Mike had
suffered and how many tears he had shed in order to find Yuting. She
talked about him like that now. How could she not be distressed?
"No, I'm going to say it!" Zhiyao stubbornly said, " Sister-in-law, my
brother is so good. He would sacrifice everything for you. How can you
go and hurt him like that for an accident!"
Hearing Zhiyao's words, Yuting closed her eyes and trembled all over.
She took a deep breath, turned her head to look at Zhiyao, and said
coldly.
"Can't I blame him?"
"If he hadn't shown up, nothing could happen and I wouldn't have lost
my baby. Who do I blame if I don't blame him, do I blame you?"
Yuting frowned her eyebrows and still said in a cold voice.
"Also, I'm not your sister-in-law. I'm no longer related to Mike so don't
call me that!"

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 207 Let
Them Go!
Yuting’s words were very satiric, even hurtful.
Hearing her words, Zhiyao was stunned, and so did Mike. Tears had
dropped on her face.
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"Yuting, please don't say that, it was an accident. It was the car driver
that need to be blamed.”
At this time even Mingyu felt that Yuting's words were too serious, and
he wanted to meditate and said, "Yuting, we don’t want this accident to
happen, Mike is suffering for the loss of the baby. He's the father of the
child and you're the mother, I don't think either of us can experience the
pain of you two."
"Just calm down for a moment, okay?"
Yuting wept and said.
"I've quiet calm, I don't want to be with him any longer, what's wrong
with that?"
She looked at Mike with a resolute look and said.
"I'm now a woman who had an abortion, I'm out of your league."
"Many women adore you, so why bother with me, I can't even take care
of myself right now, nor do you."
Yuting pointed at Zhiyao and said, "Let her take care of you, she brings
you food every day. She knows your unhappiness and all your
grievances, and doesn't it wonderful for you to be together!"
Hearing these words, Mike was completely stunned, he could never have
imagined that Yuting would be so cruel and say such words. Mike was
unable to say a single word for a long time, his heart as if been viciously
dug out and stomped to pieces by Yuting.
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"Yuting!" Zhiyao was so angry that her breathed heavily, and she gritted
her teeth and said, "That’s enough!"
"How can you say that, Mike and I are siblings, you are talking
nonsense!"
Yuting turned to look at her again and sneered.
"Siblings? Who knows?"
She walked to Mingyu, looking at him and smiling.
"Do you like me?"
"I don’t want to be your burden because I am pregnant. Now that the
baby is gone, I know that you've always the best for me and cared for me
in every way. I'd like to be with you now, will you still want to be with
me?"
As soon as this was said, the three people in the entire ward were
stunned.
Zhiyao stared at Yuting with extreme disgust, she did not expect that
Yuting would be with another man as soon as the loss of the child.
Maybe it was because she had always been prejudiced against Yuting,
but she suddenly felt that Yuting wasn't good enough for Mike, Yuting
wasn't a good woman.
Mike also looked at Yuting, he felt hurt and disappointed.
Mingyu was the most excited among them. He confessed his love to
Yuting once, and even though he was rejected, he never gave up.
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Yuting's sudden change made him not only see hope, but saw results
directly. He had even put aside the fact that Yuting couldn’t be a mother
and grabbed Yuting's hand and said.
"I do!"
"Yuting, I've always wanted to be with you and take care of you. I'm sad
when I see you living in pain, and when you lost your baby."
"Don't worry, I'll treat you nice!"
Yuting smiled faintly at his words.
"Fine, send me back please, I don't want to stay here, I don't want to see
them."
Mingyu nodded and packed the luggage, helping Yuting to leave the
place.
Zhiyao was so angry that she blocked the doorway and said sternly.
"Yuting, how could you do that!"
Mike shivered and snapped without raising his head.
"Yaoyao, let them go!"
Zhiyao gazed at Mike incredulously.
"Brother!"
Mike slammed the wheelchair and growled.
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"Let them go!"
Zhiyao wept and eventually let them go, she stood aside and witnessed
their departure.
Inside the ward, only Mike and Zhiyao were left. Mike turned his head
and looked out of the window without saying a word.
Although Zhiyao couldn't see Mike's expression, but from his trembling
body, she knew that Mike was hurt deeply.
Seeing that Mike was so sad, Zhiyao came over and caressed Mike's
head and comforted him.
"Brother, It is not worthy to cry for such a woman."
"Let her go, you deserve better woman."
......
After leaving the hospital, Yuting went on Mingyu's car and he sent her
back.
After arriving home, Mingyu acted as if he was the man of the house,
putting down Yuting's packages and cleaning up the house for her. He
even meticulously prepared the food and served it to her.
"Yuting, have some food, you haven't eaten much the past few days."
Mingyu squatted down and looked at Yuting and said, he was excited to
be with Yuting. But he couldn't express his emotions for Yuting had just
lost her child, it was not appropriate.
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"I don't want to eat." Yuting said with a pale face. She also didn't have
the aggressiveness she had in the hospital and said in a weak voice,
"Thanks a lot, Mingyu, I want to rest for a while."
Mingyu quickly answeres, "Then let me bring you into the bedroom, you
are so weak now."
Yuting waved her hand weakly and said, "I want to rest in here, you can
go home, you haven't had a good rest lately."
Mingyu was awkward, "I'm fine, I'm your boyfriend now, I'll take care of
you."
Yuting forced out a smile and said, "I'm fine too, you don't have to worry
about me, I'm not a pregnant woman anymore. I can take care of myself,
I'll just lie down and have a rest."
She laid down when she finished her words.
Seeing this, Mingyu couldn't say anything else. He knew that Yuting was
sad for losing her child, and it was normal for her to stay alone.
"Alright then, I'll go back first, remember to call me if you have any
problem."
Mingyu covered her with the blanket and said with great care.
Yuting nodded her head and closed her eyes.
Only after a while, Yuting opened her eyes after she heard the sound of
the door. Mingyu had left, so she finally burst into tears.
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It seemed that the tears could no longer represent the pain and distress
in her heart. She cried herself to hoarse. Soon, the tears had wet the
pillow.
But she didn't know that at this time, Mingyu was still standing outside
the house.
When Mingyu heard the heartbreaking cries inside, his eyes were also
reddened. He wanted to knock the door, but he bottled himself up.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 208 Zhiyao
Xia was driven away
Mark received a call from Zhiyao out of the blue, and immediately drove
back to Mike's house with Fei.
Wu was Fei’s best friend, he always pestered Fei to teach him Kung Fu, so
he went with them together to Mike's house.
When they arrived home, they found that Zhiyao had already packed her
luggage and standing there pitifully, as if she had been abandoned by
Mike.
"Miss Xia, what happened?"
Mark and Fei were a bit puzzled when they saw the scene.
Mike pushed his wheelchair over and said with a puffed eyes, "Yaoyao
has been taking care of me for so long, it's time for her to go back, she
has to work and can't stay with me all the time. I feel better now, I’ll let
her work as the department director in the company."
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Mark felt a bit abrupt for the news, looking at Zhiyao and Mike, he
thought something must have happened.
He knew that it was definitely inappropriate to ask Mike now, so he
pulled Zhiyao aside and asked in a low voice.
"Miss Xia, what happened?"
"My brother owns to look after Yuting at this moment, why don't he go?"
He knew that Mike cared about Yuting very much and wanted to be with
Yuting every moment. Now that Mike was still at home, something must
have happened.
"Yuting ...... " Zhiyao couldn't help but frown her eyebrows when
mentioned Yuting. She told Mark and Fei all the things that happened in
the hospital this morning.
"Damn, this woman is too cruel ......" Fei couldn't help but muttering.
Mark also frowned after hearing this, Mike must have been irritated by
Yuting because he had a puffed eyes.
"Then why do you leave?" He asked Zhiyao.
Zhiyao was full of grievances and didn't know what to say.
When she came back from the hospital, Mike was lost his mind as a
walking dead. She knew that Mike must be very sad.
Yuting said in the hospital that her relationship with Mike was not that
simple, it was more than siblings ......
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She knew that Mike do it for her reputation.
Mike's was very resolute, so Zhiyao had no choice but to pack her things.
She didn't know how to answer Mark’s question, so she forced a smile
and said, "My brother is afraid that it will affect my work, so he urges me
to go back work."
"I'm fine, Mark, my brother's leg is much better. It's just been harder for
you guys to enlighten him."
"But ...... " Mark still felt something wrong when he heard that.
They felt that Mike had done a little inappropriate by chasing away a
little girl like Zhiyao.
"Who will cook for him if you leave."
Fei looked perfunctorily and came over to advise Mike.
"Mike, Zhiyao have been taking care of you for so long, why do you
chase her away, you have to keep her."
But Mike turned a deaf ear, hanging his head and said, "Yaoyao, go
home quickly and go to work tomorrow."
Zhiyao couldn’t help but crying silently, she didn't want others to see her
tears. Without turning back, she said, "Okay, brother, take care of
yourself, I'm leaving."
After saying that, she pulled her suitcase and trotted out.
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Seeing this, Fei stomped his foot in a hurry and said anxiously, "You hurt
unintentionally."
He said to Wu, "Go to see her off, we can't let a girl carry her luggage
away by herself."
"Copy that!" Wu answered and chased after him.
......
In the living room.
Mike was somewhat powerless for Mark and Fei’s blame.
What Yuting had done in front of him today had almost killed him.
But he still explained to them.
"I do it to protect her. You didn't see what Yuting said about me and
Zhiyao, she is young girl in her early twenties and has been taking care of
me in every possible way for a long time, I don't want her to be vilified."
Mike leaned back in his wheelchair, took a deep breath and said, "After
all, there are only two of us in the house, and even though Fei moved in,
it's always inconvenient for a woman to live with two men. I can't be her
burden even if I need someone to look after me."
"That's why Yaoyao must go."
Hearing this Fei and Mark sighed.
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"Yuting is too cruel!" Fei couldn't help but muttering, "Nobody has
expected his car accident and your encounter is just a coincidence, so
why could blame you for this?"
"It is you who solve the man who hit her, but she go with another man in
front of you, she meant to do it!"
"Women really have a cruel heart!" Fei said with thought.
Mark was also outraged and said, "For the past few months, you’ve tried
every mean to find her and spend a lot of money and extra energy."
"It is she who intends to hide herself, or else the accident wouldn't have
happened, and the child would still be alive, she's too good at shirking
responsibilities."
While Mark was saying, he looked at Mike and asked with concern,
"What are you going to do next, brother?"
Hearing this, Mike said with exhaustion, "Since she has left, then let her
go."
"I wasn't there for her in her toughest time after all, so just let her relieve
her anger, and we won't owe each other anymore in the future."
"Mingyu is a good person and treats her well, he will take care of her."
Mark sighed. "I'm asking you not her, you even think of her at this
moment."
Mike said, "What else can I do, I'm the Young Master of the Yue family, I
can't idle time for a woman."
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"Now we are finished, I’ll focus on work. Just like she said, many women
are at my side. So why should I have no tea for her."
Mike couldn't help but hang his head as he said this.
If he really determined to do that, there was no need for him to hide at
all. He just didn't want Mark and Fei to worry about him.
"Alright, I'm fine, you don't need to worry about me, go and do your own
thing."
After saying that, Mike seemed to drive them away.
When Mark didn’t intend to stay any longer, he knew that Mike need to
stay alone.
He said to Fei, "Fei, you stay here and I'm going back to the company."
After saying this, he gave Fei a hint to him enlighten Mike. Mike was in
need of company at this moment.
It was good that Fei didn't have a formal job and wasn't bound by
anything. He came to Tianhai City for Wanshan’s request to protect Mike.
Hearing this, Mike waved his hand and said to them, "Leave together
please, I want to stay alone."

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 209
Treading on thin ice
Although Fei Qi and Mark Duan worried about Mike Yue when he was
left alone at home, but they were both eventually chased away by Mike.
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After leaving the house, Mark sighed with a frown.
"He won't commit suicide if he's home alone."
Fei sniffed and said.
"You're overthinking it. He wouldn't kill himself anyway. You think it's a
film? Not so many people want to kill themselves"
"Don't worry. His mental capacity isn't that bad."
At this time in the empty villa, Mike was sitting alone in his wheelchair,
weakly crying.
He had made a lot of achievement. But in terms of affection, it was an
immense failure. He didn't know what's wrong, and he suspected there
was something wrong with him. He treated every relationship seriously,
but every relationship ended up with failure.
He had been in love with Helen Liu for so many years, but in the end,
they still hurt each other and ended up breaking up. He thought he had
found Yuting Chen again, who was a perfect match for him, but Yuting
left with Mingyu Sun.
He had always considered that love was as important as his family and
career but it ended up failure which was out of his expectation.
What a failure this was.
"Love?" Mike laughed miserably and said weakly, "What fucking love!"
……
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For the next few days, Mike never left the house. As soon as Fei returned
home, he locked himself in his bedroom and didn't open the door.
When Mark came to visit him, he also closed the door.
In the past few days, the Cui family had been completely removed from
noble family list of the Capital City even the entire country of China.
The Cui family had left the country overnight and hadn’t taken many
assets with them. All of the Cui family's assets in the country had been
seized or annexed. In just a few days, all of the Cui family's properties
had not been existed.
This was a big event in Capital City. After all, the Cui family was originally
very powerful and suddenly went bankrupt and many people were
shocked by it. Everyone didn't understand why the Yue family suddenly
wanted to crack down on the Cui family.
But the Yue family never needed a reason to do anything. Maybe the Cui
family was destroyed because they messed with the Yue family.
In the environment like Capital City, it was normal that every day there
were big or small families that went bankrupt or were destroyed just
because they made a wrong decision or messed with the person who
was more powerful.
Fenghua Li had been following the movements of the Cui family because
Mike had said that the young master of the Cui family, Zhiming Cui was
dead. Although Mike didn't say it explicitly, it was similar to saying it
explicitly that he killed Zhiming.
From the beginning, Fenghua was confused about Mike's background.
He was confused that he dared to kill the young master of the Cui family
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of Capital City. And combined with the current situation, the Yue family
cracked down on the Cui family. It was already clear that Mike was a
member of the Yue family of Capital City.
And Mike's status in the Yue family must not be low. Otherwise the Yue
family would not be able to crack down on the entire Cui family for the
sake of Mike.
Actually, Fenghua had initially suspected that Mike was a member of the
Yue family, but he didn't dare to confirm it. After all, how could someone
from the Yue family not develop in Capital City, but come to Tianhai City.
And there was more than one Yue family in the whole of China and there
were several Yue families. And some of these Yue families were also very
famous, for example, there were also two well-known Yue families in the
southwest. One was engaged in the pharmaceutical industry and the
other was a big family that monopolized the seafood industry in the
entire southwest.
Even in the Hong Kong Island there was also a Yue family, which was also
a gentry family. I heard that that Yue family's assets were second only to
Hong Kong Island's richest man, Chaoren Li.
Even in Capital City, there was more than one Yue family. Of course, two
tigers could not live on the same mountain. All the Yue families in Capital
City didn't dare to show off too much for fear that the most powerful
Yue family would crush the others.
However, the normal Yue families in Capital City were also like big and
powerful families in other provinces and cities.
So before Fenghua had been guessing which Yue family Mike was from.
Unexpectedly, he turned out to be a member of Tianxiong Yue's family!
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"President Li, I just got back from a business trip over to Capital City. And
the Cui family was indeed totally exterminated!"
A middle-aged man was expounding the situation in Fenghua's office.
He was shocked and his back was sweating. He stood up and sat back
down. He lit a cigar, but didn't smoke. He looked a little nervous.
For a long time, he asked again.
"Where's the rest of the Cui family? Where are those heirs?"
The middle-aged man replied.
"All the family had run away and left the country overnight. Not to
mention those heirs, even those relatives of the Cui family had run away
overnight. They were afraid that the Yue family won't even let them go."
Said, the middle-aged man lowered his voice and said seriously:
"I've heard that even those in official positions in the Cui family have
been laid off in the past two days. No matter how high the position,
they've all been locked up. A survey revealed so many problems. I reckon
they'll have to be in jail for the rest of their lives if they're not shot."
Hearing this, Fenghua was scared to death and sucked in a breath of air.
"It just killed a kid in a car accident. It's so mean ......"
Fenghua's back was chilling, and this was only in modern society. If this
happened in ancient times, wouldn't that be condemning nine
generations? ......
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"President Li, why are you so concerned about the Cui family, you
wouldn't ...... have anything to do with the Cui family, would you?" The
middle-aged man also turned pale, and advised "President Li, you must
not get involved with the Cui family. Now many people over in Capital
City are trying their best to shake the relationship with the Cui family for
fear of being implicated."
"That master of the Yue family did nothing for the past few days. He
seemed to wanted to crack down on the Cui family. It's too scary!"
Fenghua said in a rush to state his position.
"I don't have anything to do with the Cui family. I'm just asking around."
"Alright, you can go out first."
After the middle-aged man left, Fenghua came over and sat on the sofa,
pulling out a tissue and constantly wiping the sweat from his face.
It was fortunate that he hadn't been against Mike in the first place,
otherwise he would definitely be like the Cui family now.
He was even thinking about Tianxiong's reaction so great, what was the
relationship between child who was hit and Tianxiong, not just the
relationship between grandpa and grandson?
According to this, then Mike...... wouldn't be the Yue family's eldest
young master?
Fenghua didn't dare to think about it any further. He was now only glad
that he had made the right decision that night to make peace with Mike
and also established a partnership with Mike's Jiuding Group.
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"My Li family ancestors blessed me. I didn't make the wrong decision, or
else I will be in trouble "
"It looks like I'll have to be more careful and I should not look down
anyone in the future. All these dudes from Capital City like to come to
our place and hide their identities. It's too scary ......"
Fenghua sighed heavily.
He couldn't help but think of Mike that night showed low profile and
humility, and also took the initiative to show him goodwill. When he
thought of this, Fenghua was a little afraid.
"The Yue family is really like tigers and wolves that they can't be messed
with ......"

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 210 Mingyu
Sun Exploded
For the next half month, Mingyu Sun went to Yuting Chen’s home every
day, washing clothes and cooking for her.
Although Yuting has been discharged from hospital, she was still very
weak. Her face was pale and she could only lie in bed every day.
Mingyu is like a meticulous and qualified “husband” who takes care of
Yuting’s daily life.
Even at noon break, Mingyu drove from his office to Yuting’s house.
Mingyu cooked meal for Yuting and then drove back to his office.
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But Mingyu didn’t complain, nor did he feel any trouble or fatigue. On
the contrary, he found pleasure in it. He is Yuting’s boyfriend. At the
thought that he would see Yuting at noon, he was in no mood for work
in the morning and looked forward to getting off work more than the
staff did.
“Son, the performance of your branch company had been dropping so
much recently. What have you been doing?”
“I asked you to come back to help me, not to fool around. Have you
been out partying all day?”
Mingyu’s father’s scolding came over the phone.
Mingyu was a little guilty and said immediately:
“Father, I haven’t done that.”
“Maybe it’s because the market hasn’t been so good lately. House prices
have gone up recently. Who can afford to buy a house?”
As soon as Mingyu said that, an even angrier rebuke came over the
phone.
“You’re being more and more unreasonable. I heard some rumors
recently that you are with a pregnant woman and you go to her house
every day. Is it true?”
Mingyu’s facial expression changed. He daren’t admit it and said:
“Who told you that?”
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“Never mind who said that to me. I tell you, although our family is not
distinguished, not all women can be my daughter-in-law.” Mingyu’s
father said.
“How can you crush on a woman who is pregnant with someone else’s
baby? Mingyu Sun, are you crazy?”
After being scolded severely like that, Mingyu said impatiently:
“Dad, don’t believe these rumors. She isn’t pregnant with someone else’s
baby. If you don’t believe me, I’ll bring her back to see you later.”
“She is a very nice woman. I really like her.”
“I don’t care if she’s pregnant with someone else’s baby. Your mother
and I don’t approve of you being together. You should focus on your
career now. Other branches are doing well, but the one you in charge
performs bad.”
“I tell you, I have booked the ticket for you to go abroad. You are no
more general manager from next Monday. I have contacted a training
institution abroad for you to study for another two years. You must get
into the frame of mind for work and stop being immersed in love.”
After scolding Mingyu for half an hour, Mingyu’s father hung up the
phone.
Mingyu froze on the spot, looking utterly wretched.
He’s going to be sent abroad again, but he just established dating
relationship with Yuting. It’s already Friday, and he’s going abroad in two
days?
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He dare not disobey his father. If he refused, his father would surely send
him abroad by force.
“Fuck!”
Mingyu banged the table hard and stood up.
“Why don’t I take Yuting abroad with me? Here is a place where she has
much sad memory. Maybe she will be in a better mood when she is in a
new environment…”
The idea of taking Yuting abroad with him occurred to him.
Then he went to Yuting’s house to discuss with Yuting about going
abroad.
……
Mingyu cooked for Yuting after he arrived at Yuting’s house.
At the dinner table, Mingyu said with a smile:
“Yuting, I think you are as right as rain. Why don’t we go out this
afternoon?”
Yuting refused expressionlessly and absent-mindedly.
“I don’t want to go out.” Yuting said.
After hearing that, Mingyu was somewhat embarrassed and nodded,
saying:
“Well, then, it’s OK not to go out.”
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The atmosphere at the table suddenly became awkward. Although they
have already established a romantic relationship, and it was Yuting who
said voluntarily that she wanted to be with Mingyu, they didn’t
communicate much in these days.
They didn’t look like a couple at all. Instead, they didn’t get along a
naturally as they used to.
After a long time, Mingyu said:
“Yuting, I’d like to discuss something with you…”
Yuting was still absent-minded. She just nodded and said nothing.
“I’m going abroad next Monday. I’m going to study for two years. How
about going abroad with me?” Mingyu said seriously, “Let’s change the
scene. You can go with me for further study and we will come back in
two years. My dad will place us in a great position by that time.”
“Let go of the past and cheer up, OK?”
After hearing that, Yuting was stunned for a moment. She hung her head
and said absent-mindedly:
“I don’t want to go abroad. Go by yourself.”
This is obviously a rejection of Mingyu, flatly.
After hearing what Yuting said, the smile on Mingyu’s face disappeared
suddenly.
After being silent for a few seconds, Mingyu said patiently:
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“Do you have any concerns? You can tell me about that. Whatever you
want, I can give it to you.”
Yuting put down the dishes and said calmly:
“I don’t want anything and I don’t want to go abroad.”
After hearing that, Mingyu was stunned for a long time.
One minute...
Two minutes...
Neither of them said another word, nor picked up the dishes.
“Are you still thinking about Mike Yue?”
Mingyu asked suddenly with a cold voice.
Hearing the name of Mike Yue, Yuting trembled. She said with a hoarse
voice:
“No…”
Mingyu took a deep breath, as if trying to suppress something. Then he
said with a frown:
“Really?”
“When you came back from the hospital the other day and you sent me
away, I stayed at your doorstep for a long time and I heard you cry.”
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“I know what you said at the hospital wasn’t true. You don’t blame Mike
at all. On the contrary, you blame yourself. Because it was you who
wanted to leave him and hide from him in the first place that caused the
accident. You feel ashamed and you think you don’t deserve him, so you
deliberately said those sharp words to harm him. You want him to stop
thinking about you, don’t you?”
After hearing that, Yuting trembled uncontrollably and said chokingly:
“That’s not true!”
Then Mingyu banged the table and stood up. Mingyu exploded.
“You are still lying to me!” Mingyu said.
“Do you love me? I know you don’t love me. I’m not a fool. You let me
go abroad alone for two years? Didn’t you promised to be my girlfriend?
I am your boyfriend. Look at me, Yuting Chen!”
Mingyu shouted at the top of his lungs, making Yuting tremble out of
fear. She couldn’t contain her sobs and burst into tears.
If it were ordinary times, Mingyu would be softhearted and hurried up to
comfort her.
But he was silent at that moment. After being silent for two minutes, he
grabbed a bowl in front of him and slammed it to the ground.
The food was scattered all over the floor, and the bowl was broken into
countless pieces.
“Fuck!”
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His eyes were red and tears fell from his eyes.
“I, Mingyu Sun, is also sentient. I’m a fucking human being! Why you do
this to me?”
Mingyu was as an angry beast and vented the grievances in his heart. He
shouted to Yuting:
“I’ve done so much for you. What do you take me for? A tool to
stimulate Mike? You use my feelings for you to benefit another man. Am
I so snotty in your eyes?”
“Yuting Chen, you tell me, who am I in your eyes?”
Yuting’s face was covered with tears. She lifted her head and said guiltily:
“I don’t. I’m sorry, Mingyu.”
After seeing that, Mingyu laughed.
His laughter was full of helplessness and oppression.
He didn’t continue to argue with Yuting, but staggered out of the house
of Yuting, out of his mind.
He went downstairs and got into his car. Then he took out his cell phone
and made a phone call.
“Hello?”
When the call was put through, there was a two-second silence. Then
Mark Duan’s puzzled voice came.
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Mingyu took a deep breath and asked with gritted teeth.
“Mr. Duan, I’m Mingyu Sun.”
“I want to know where Mike lives.”

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 211 The
Confrontation of Mingyu Sun and Mike Yue
Mark Duan was puzzled when he received a call from Mingyu Sun. Mark
wondered why Mingyu still contacted them as he had Yuting Chen at his
side and why Mingyu called him but not Mike Yue.
“Mr. Duan, where Mike lives?”
Without hearing Mark’s answer, Mingyu asked again.
“What do you want with Mike?” Mark said unpleasantly, “Haven’t you
already taken Yuting away? Why do you still want to see Mike? What do
you want to do?”
Mingyu suppressed his anger and said, “I come to Mike for Yuting. Tell
me where he lives and I’ll come and see him now.”
Mark hesitated for a few seconds and then told Mingyu where Mike lives.
Mike was so decadent these days that he didn’t see anyone. Even Fei Qi,
who lives under the same roof with Mike, couldn’t see Mark when he
came home. Mark thought the things of Mike, Mingyu and Yuting may
not be solved yet, so he told Mingyu the address.
“Thank you!”
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Mingyu said thanks and hung up the phone.
After the phone was hung up, Mark was lost in his mind. The more Mark
thought about it, the more wrong he felt. He murmured:
“Why he wants to see Mike? He is not going to fight, is he?”
Mark swallowed and then called Fei immediately to ask him to go home
quickly.
After the call, Mark, too, left the office and drove quickly to Mike’s home.
……
At that moment, Mingyu was already at Mike’s door. After getting off the
car, he ran straight to Mike’s front door and kept ringing the doorbell.
After about four or five minutes, he heard the sound of the wheelchair.
A moment later, Mike opened the door. When Mike saw Mingyu
standing at the door of his house with a gloomy face, he was stunned.
“It’s you again. What are you doing at my house?”
Mike frowned, looking extremely unwelcome.
As soon as Mike said that, Mingyu came up with a ferocious look on his
face and raised his hand to hit Mike hard on the face.
Mike was defenseless. The punch caught him off guard and the
wheelchair slid backwards for a long way.
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“What am I doing at your house? I’m here to teach you, a worthless man,
a lesson!”
Mingyu scolded with a frown and then rushed over to Mike.
He raised his hand and struck another blow, more ferocious than the
previous one. But as he swung the fist at Mike, Mike took his hand easily.
Mike grasped Mingyu’s fist and looked at him grimly.
Mingyu’s facial expression changed. His fist seemed to be clamped by
iron pincers, and he could not free himself at all. He was surprised by
Mike’s strength as Mike had him in a wheelchair.
Mingyu struggled for a long time, but he couldn’t break away from Mike.
He broke out in a cold sweat.
“Are you crazy?” Mike couldn’t help cursing, “You’ve already taken Yuting
away. What else do you want? Do you want my wheelchair?”
Mingyu looked ferocious. He exerted all his strength, but couldn’t get rid
of Mike.
With a red face, Mingyu roared through gritted teeth:
“I’m crazy. I know she couldn’t forget you, but I still promised to be with
her.”
After hearing that, Mike was stunned. Then he asked with a frown:
“What do you mean?”
Mingyu laughed wildly, with tears, grievances, and reluctance. He said:
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“You are an idiot. Why don’t you go to her?”
After hearing what Mingyu said, Mike said coldly:
“Why should I go to her? Wasn’t she made herself clear in the hospital?”
“She went along with you in front of me. Do I have to go downstairs in a
wheelchair and kneel and beg her to come back?”
Even Mike was very said, he has dignity. What Yuting said in the hospital
was very harsh and cruel. Yuting had even taken the initiative to confess
to Mingyu. What else could Mike do?
“So you believe what she said?” Mingyu said excitedly, “She meant to
provoke you. Are you a fool? It’s her own choice to leave you and hide
from you. Now that the baby is gone, she feels sorry for you and feels
ashamed to see you.”
“She is a woman. She just wants to save her last bit of dignity and leave
you voluntarily. In order not to make you feel guilty, not to let you think
about her, she deliberately stimulated you to make you hate her. Do you
think she really likes me? She has only you in her heart form beginning
to end.”
Mingyu’s words struck Mike’s heart like a heavy hammer. He trembled
and looked at Mingyu inconceivably. He finally let go of Mingyu’s hand,
but then he grabbed Mingyu by the collar excitedly. Mike asked shakily:
“What did you say? Are you telling the truth?”
Mingyu looked exhausted. He said with a wry smile:
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“I’m self-deceiving. I foolishly thought she could really forget you and be
with me and go abroad with me. She has you in her heart and how could
she love me? ”
Mike let go of Mingyu. His tears were running down and his heart was
full of mixed feelings. It turned out that what Yuting said in the hospital
was not her true thought. Yuting still loves Mike, from beginning to the
end.
“Why are you telling me this?” Mike looked at Mingyu and asked.
Mingyu stood in front of Mike like a defeated rooster. He said with a wry
smile:
“I’m just returning your favor. You helped me at the auction and now I
help you.”
“I do it not only for you, but also for Yuting. I love her. She is the first
woman I ever fell in love with. But she doesn’t like me and I can do
nothing. I can’t just let her suffer all by herself.”
“Go to see her. If you really love her, don’t give her up easily. She is a
rare good woman. Can you imagine what her life will be like if you
abandon her, an infertile woman?”
After hearing what Mingyu said, especially the last few words, Mike’s
heart ached with pain.
“Thank you! Tell me where she is and I’ll go to find her.” Mike said.
Mingyu told Mike the address of Yuting’s home and Mike wrote it down.
Without saying anything, Mike pushed his wheelchair and went out,
leaving the door open.
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Mike went to find Yuting immediately. He decided he must take Yuting
back and be with her forever no matter what she would say and what she
would do.
After Mike left, Mingyu walked out of Mike’s house. He sat at the gate,
looking up at the sky with tears streaming down his face.
“Yuting, this is the last thing I do for you. I’m leaving. I may never see you
again. May you be happy……”

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 212 Come
Home with Me
When Mark Duan and Fei Qi hurried home, they only saw Mingyu Sun
sitting by himself at the gate, with the door leaving open.
After seeing that, Mark’s facial expression changed suddenly. He said to
Fei immediately:
“Fei, go in and see how Mike’s doing.”
After seeing the situation was unfavorable, Fei hurried into the villa and
kept looking for Mike.
But he didn’t find Mike after looking around. Then he ran out in panic
and shouted with a frown: “Oh my god! Mike is gone!”
Then he pointed to Mingyu and asked: “Boy, tell me where Mike is.”
“I warn you, if something bad happens to Mike, you are dead meat.”
Mark said angrily.
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In the face of their queries, Mingyu raised his head slowly and said
expressionlessly:
“He went to find Yuting.”
As soon as Mingyu said that, Mark and Fei were momentarily stunned on
the spot, with their eyes wild open.
……
At that moment, Mike was pushing his wheelchair through the streets
and alleys, moving through the crowd.
With reds eyes, he cried and laughed, pushing his wheelchair down the
street like a madman. He attracted the attention of many people.
Finally, Mike came to the downstairs of Yuting’s house. But the situation
put him in a bit of a pickle. He was in a wheelchair and there is no
elevator, so he could only walk upstairs.
But he couldn’t even stand still, let alone go upstairs. In addition, Mingyu
told him that Yuting lives on the sixth floor. Wasn’t that killing him?
“I must go to find her…” Mike said.
Mike gritted his teeth and jumped out of the wheelchair to his feet. But
he crashed to the ground the next second. He gasped in pain.
Since he was downstairs, nothing could stop him from seeing Yuting.
These few months seem like years. He kept looking for Yuting and he
even dreamed of Yuting. Since he decided to find Yuting at all costs,
what’s the reason that he should abandon the persistence?
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He couldn’t walk, but he could crawl. He must get to the sixth floor even
by crawling.
Gritting his teeth and enduring the pain, Mike climbed up step by step.
He was all over the floor, covered with dust. He broke out in a cold sweat
from the pain of striking his leg on the stairs.
But with each step he climbed, he got closer to Yuting. With this belief in
mind, Mike kept climbing.
His leg was still hurt and it was difficult for him to climb the stairs, but he
managed to get to the fifth floor. At that moment, he was covered in
dust. There were both dust and sweat on his face, making him be in a
mess. His clothes were worn out and he looked like a beggar.
He was out of breath when he climbed. He sucked the dust on the floor
into his mouth and he kept coughing.
“There is only one floor left!”
Mike laughed. He became more excited and continued to climb the sixth
floor with all his might.
Finally, he climbed up to the sixth floor. Blood seeped from his trousers
and there was a long trail of blood on the stairs.
……
After Mingyu left, Yuting sat on the chair and cried for a long time.
She was not weeping for her grievance, but reproaching herself. She
knew she shouldn’t use Mingyu to provoke Mike and even hurt Mingyu.
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But she had no other choice. If she hadn’t done that and said those
words in the hospital, Mike wouldn’t have let her go.
It’s her own choice to leave Mike and hide away from him, which caused
her abortion. She could only repeat her mistakes and bear the pain by
herself to free Mike.
She chose to harm Mingyu for Mike and she knew it was wrong. But she
is a woman, not a saint. Under that circumstance, how could she be 100
percent right and perfect in every decision?
As she cried, she cleaned up the mess on the ground. When she was
done with the mess, she came out of the kitchen dully with a fruit knife in
her hand. She lay on the sofa with tears streaming down her face.
“Mike, I’m sorry I didn’t protect our child well…”
“Mingyu, I’m sorry. I shouldn’t hurt you. You are a good man.”
“Baby, I’m sorry. I’m coming to stay with you…”
Yuting’s eyes were red and swollen from crying. She was hopeless.
She could not make amends for her mistakes, and nothing but death
could make her feel better. If she died, she wouldn’t have to suffer so
much.
When she was about to cut her wrist with the knife, there was a knock on
the door.
Yuting wanted to ignore the knock, but it kept going.
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She hesitated for a moment and then put the knife down and went to
see who’s knocking.
With a pale face, she staggered to the door and opened it.
Then she saw a dirty, beggar-like man lying on the ground, who looked
up at her with excitement on his face.
Yuting suddenly froze in place. She looked incredulously at Mike.
“Yuting, I’m sorry!” Mike struggled to sit up from the ground and said
word by word.
“I’m sorry. I really know I am wrong. When we were together, I shouldn’t
have thought about Helen Liu and brought her to my house. I should
have handled the relationships of the three of us properly. I should have
let you be my legitimate girlfriend. I shouldn’t have let you be wronged
and let you leave alone sadly.”
Mike said that with sincerity and apology. For fear that Yuting would say
something to provoke him, he said excitedly:
“But I’ve been looking for you. I’ve been looking for you for a long time
and I’ve even been looking for you in my dream.”
“Yuting, I know what you said in the hospital is just to make me angry.
I’m sad to lose our baby, but I really don’t blame you. It’s me, the father
of the baby, who didn’t take good care of you.”
“Yuting, for the sake of our baby, don’t leave me and go home with me.
I’ll take care of you for the rest of my life. No matter what happens in the
future, I will not leave you. Yuting, go home with me.”
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Hearing Mike’s words, Yuting was already choking with sobs. When she
saw the long blood stain on the stairs and Mike’s discomfited
appearance, her heart twitched violently.
She loves Mike. Otherwise, she could have aborted the baby and started
a new life. And things wouldn’t have been the way they were.
“Yuting, I can’t stand up and hold you.” Mike said with tears in his face.
Then Mike held out his hand to Yuting and said, “Come home with me.
Let’s get together and start over, OK?”
At that moment, although Yuting still wanted to pretend that she doesn’t
like Mike, her body and heart were out of her control. She rushed to
Mike and threw herself into Mike’s arms.
“Mike, I miss you so much!”
They hugged each other tightly. Yuting couldn’t refrain her grief and
burst into tears.
“I miss you too!”
Mike held Yuting in his arms, as if in a dream. He wept tears of joy.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 213 Families
Are Meant to Be Together
When Mark Duan, Fei Qi and Mingyu Sun arrived at the downstairs of
Yuting Chen’s house, they only saw a wheelchair parked there, but there
was no sign of Mike Yue.
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Fei looked at the empty wheelchair dumbfounded and asked, “Oh my
god, how did he get upstairs?”
Mingyu looked at the wheelchair and said thoughtfully, “He may have
climbed the stairs.”
After hearing that, Mark and Fei’s facial expression changed suddenly
and they ran upstairs as soon as possible.
When they reached the fourth floor, they saw blood on the stairs. When
they reached the fifth floor, they saw a long trail of blood.
“Oh my god!”
Fei jumped up in surprise. The three hurried up to the sixth floor and saw
the door of Yuting’s house’s open. They rushed in and saw Mike sitting
on the sofa, while Yuting lay asleep in his arms.
Mike hugged Yuting tightly, not wanting to part from her for a second.
Mark and Fei were relieved to see the warm and harmonious scene.
Mingyu also felt at ease. This may be the happy ending Yuting wants,
although it’s not what Mingyu wants. But when you love a person, you
hope he/she can get happiness.
Bitter smile emerged on the face of Mingyu again.
……
Fei carried Mike downstairs and couldn’t help joking along the way, “Bro,
you are awesome. How many times have you been in the hospital? Do
you think you are the reincarnation of Iron Man?”
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Mark carried Yuting, who was very weak, on his back. He was ready to
take Yuting and Mike to the hospital.
Mike’s leg was injured for many times. He was supposed to recover in a
month after the car crash, but he got hurt again every time at the
moment when he was about to recover. He didn’t recover for a long time
and was sent to hospital again.
Yuting had also been hospitalized time after time. This time, though, she
and Mike weren’t alone. They were in the same ward.
Fortunately, the doctor said both of them were not in jeopardy. Mike’s
leg bone was nearly healed, but the wound was torn again and infected.
Yuting was just physically weak and nothing serious.
“Families are meant to be together, but you don’t have to be
hospitalized together…”
In order to let Yuting and Mike communicate while lying on the bed, Fei
and Mark pushed the two beds together.
Fei looked at Yuting and Mike and said somewhat helplessly, “Have a
good talk, OK? The doctor said you should either be cured before you
leave the hospital, or you should never come back. If you go on behaving
like this, the god won’t be able to cure you.”
Yuting looked at Fei and Mark and said awkwardly: “I’m sorry to trouble
you.”
Mike grinned and made an “OK” gesture toward Fei.
“Thanks!” Mike said.
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Fei waved his hand and said, Well, you two play ball with the doctor.
We’re not going to be the third wheel here.”
Then he left the ward with Mark.
After walking out of the ward, instead of leaving, Mark leaned on the
door and peeped into the ward.
After seeing that, Fei frowned and said: “What are you doing?”
Mark grinned and turned his head, saying, “After all this time apart, they
must be doing something. I want to see…”
After hearing that, Fei said sourly: “Are you crazy? They won’t do that in
the hospital no matter how desirable they are, will they? Besides, they are
so weak that it’s question whether they can move. You’re too dirty. Come
on, let’s go.”
“You’re right.” Mark said. Mark thought what Fei said is right and
followed Fei to leave the hospital.
……
In the ward, Mike and Yuting looked at each other. Even lying in the
hospital bed, they were holding each other’s hands and would not let go.
“I’m not dreaming, am I….” Mike said.
Mike’s voice was hoarse, but he could not hide his excitement.
He really could not believe that Yuting was right in front of him and had
come back to his side.
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“I don’t know.” Yuting said weakly with tears in the corners of her eyes
and a smile on her face, “I’m afraid it’s a dream, too. But if it is a dream,
I’d rather not wake up for the rest of my life.”
After hearing that, Mike smiled and said: “I’d rather not wake up for the
rest of my life, too. No matter what will happen, I won’t let you leave me
again.”
They seemed to have thousands of words to say to each other, but at
that moment, they didn’t know what to say, because one expression in
their eyes is enough to show their minds. There will be ample time for
them to say what they want to say for the rest of their life.
“I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have said that at the hospital. I’m stupid. I’m sorry,
Mike.” Yuting looked at Mike and said chokingly.
With a faint smile, Mike reached out his hand and touched Yuting’s
cheek, saying: “No, I’m dull. I didn’t realize you did it on purpose. I’ve
made you miserable all these days before I came to you.”
In fact, Mike was still a little afraid. When he went to Yuting’s house, he
found a fruit knife on the sofa, but there was no fruit in the living room.
So why did Yuting put a fruit knife on the sofa?
He guessed that Yuting must want to do something stupid. Fortunately,
he arrived just in time and knocked at the door. Otherwise, the
consequences would be unbearable to contemplate.
Mike should thank Mingyu for this. If Mingyu didn’t tell him the truth, he
wouldn’t have been in a hurry to find Yuting. At the thought of that, a
shiver ran down to Mike’s spine. Sometimes countless coincidences may
lead to irreversible tragedy.
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Mike made up his mind that he would be good to Yuting and not let her
do stupid things in the future.
“What’s wrong with your leg?” Yuting looked at Mike and asked lovingly.
Mike smiled and said somewhat awkwardly: “I had a car accident. I got a
message that you were in a restaurant and I came to see you. But I was
too anxious and I was hit by a car. If I hadn’t been hit, I would have seen
you at that time.”
After hearing that, Yuting trembled and she felt guilty again.
If she hadn’t left Chuzhou City and hidden away from Mike, but just
waited for Mike, Mike wouldn’t have had a car accident in order to find
her.
Seeing Yuting was about to cry again, Mike quickly changed the topic
and said: “By the way, I have some good news for you. During the
months I’ve been looking for you, I learnt that you’ve been cheated out
of your money. I’ve found the man who cheated you out of your money
and I took that guy to the police station. I beat him badly for your
avenge.”
After hearing that, Yuting was a little surprised. “How did you catch him?”
Yuting asked.
At that mention of this, Mike was very pleased with himself. He had a
good time beating the fraudster. As Yuting asked, he told Yuting what
had happened.
“Well, you should have seen me. Actually, the fraudster didn’t ask you
out that night. I asked him to ask you out. But I didn’t expect you left as
soon as you saw me, and I didn’t catch up with you.”
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Then Mike sighed.
Mike didn’t know that Yuting wasn’t in the car. The people he saw in the
car are two directors of Mingyu’s company.
After hearing what Mike said, Yuting was somewhat shocked. “What?”
Yuting said. She had no idea that it was Mike who asked her out, and
Mike was there.
But as they have been reconciled, she told what happened to Mike.
After hearing that, Mike was very excited and he almost sat up from the
bed. He looked at Yuting stunningly and said: “Oh my god, you were not
there?”
They looked at each other and didn’t know what to say.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 214 The
recent situation of the Liu family
Chuzhou City!
The landscape in Chuzhou City had turned around a bit in the past few
months, with many new businesses and some families on the rise.
Even though it was a small place, the economic development of Chuzhou
City was still as good as the economic development of several other
surrounding cities. This was because the Fengxing Group had already
established a good foundation for the Chuzhou City and it was growing
rapidly.
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Although the development of Fengxing Group was not as good as it
used to be after Mike Yue and Mark Duan left the company, but it was
still growing. The Fengxing Group was still a bright star in Chuzhou City.
It was the company that many can only hope to reach.
In the past few months, two companies had risen to prominence. One
was Ben Liu's Renfeng Technology Company. He was the father of Helen
Liu. He started the company with the help of Mike, and then he had a
long-standing relationship with Fengxing Group.
With the help of Fengxing Group, he had now opened another subsidiary
and a third one was in the pipeline. It also had three large factories with
stable business channels. Two of the factories were directly supplied to
companies under Fengxing Group so he didn't have to worry about the
business and performance of the factories every month.
Every month, his factories were able to make a lot of money.
Another company that had risen was also owned by the Liu family. But
now, the only person who could start a company in the Liu family,
besides Ben, was Helen.
Although Fengxing Group no longer worked with Helen's Xingru
Company, Fengxing Group has already greeted all the enterprises in
Chuzhou City to help Xingru Company when necessary.
The development of a company depended on the level of business and
the monthly performance.
With so many companies doing business with the company, Helen
naturally didn’t have to worry about the performance.
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In addition to these two companies, there was another family that was
also rising rapidly.
This family was still the Liu family.
However, the current Liu family was no longer the old Liu family. In the
past, Peter Liu was in charge of the family, but now the person in charge
of the family had become Ben.
The entire Liu family had to submit to him, because both Ben's property
and Helen's property belonged to themselves. They were not the family
property.
Although the people of the Liu family worked in Ben's and Helen's
companies, they were only working for them and did not own any shares.
In this situation, if the people of the Liu family wanted to have a living,
they had to be respectful to Ben and Helen, whoever they were.
The saying "Thirty years to the east and thirty years to the west" couldn't
be more aptly applied to Ben and her daughter.
"Honey, are you comfortable? Do you want me to message another leg?"
At this time in his office, Xiaohui Yu was messaging his one leg.
"Another leg."
Ben with a cigar in his mouth, looking at the newspaper, said.
"Well!"
Xiaohui tried to please him. She had been messaged for an hour and
didn't feel tired at all.
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In the past, it would have been good if she didn't break his legs, not to
mention to message his legs. But it was different now. Ben was the head
of the family and even Xiaohui had to submit to him. Now Ben was rich
and powerful and he was considered a successful man. Ben could
abandon her at any time
Xiaohui didn't dare to treat Ben like she used to. She only had to please
her husband so that she had money to spend and she won't be
abandoned.
"Honey, how come I haven't seen Helen in the past two days? She
doesn't return home. Is she having a boyfriend?" Xiaohui asked.
Ben put down the newspaper and said.
" Helen is so busy with her career right now that she doesn't have time
for a boyfriend."
"She went to Tianhai City to check out the cosmetics industry there and
see if it is easy to do business there. She's already been there for two
days so I guess she's still there now."
Xiaohui was a bit startled after she heard that and asked, "Helen is going
to Tianhai City? Why didn't I hear her say it? Isn't it good to do business
in Chuzhou City? Why she have to go to there."
Ben laughed.
"Young people aren't like us. We are content to stay in this small place.
Young people have ambitions and ideals and it's good that Helen wants
to go to more prosperous city. Tianhai City is a new first-tier city.
Although not as good as Capital City over there, it's still a good city."
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"If she wants to go over there for development, we should support her."
Xiaohui gave a sound of 'oh' and suddenly remembered something and
asked.
"I remember you have told me that Mike is also over there before. Does
she know about this?"
Ben shook his head, "Of course not. I've never told her that. They've both
been apart for so long. It's about time they had their own lives. Let's not
mention Mike in front of her."
Xiaohui sighed.
"What a pity. He is such a good son-in-law and he is the owner of
Fengxing Group. He's now in Tianhai City and his prospect is probably
more limitless. It would be great if Mike and Helen remarried."
Hearing Xiaohui's words, Ben couldn't help but snort coldly and said.
"Now that you know he is good people. You just think he's rich. Don't
forget how you treated him in the first place. We hurt that kid too deeply
before. How would he be willing to come back? By the way, if it wasn't
for his help in building this company for me, how could we have the life
we have now."
"He doesn't owe us the Liu family!"
Speaking of Mike, Ben also felt sorry for him. He was extremely grateful
to Mike. If it wasn't for Mike, he wouldn't have been able to become rich
in his life and he wouldn't have such a high status in Chuzhou City and in
the Liu family.
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"I know, I'm just saying ......"
Xiaohui shrank her head with an angry blush.
At that moment, Chengfeng Liu knocked on the door and walked in,
holding a document in his hand and saying to Ben.
"Brother, there's a document. I need you to sign here."
Ben looked at him and slowly exhaled his smoke ring, saying.
"Brother, can't you remember what I said?"
"I've told you several times that don't call me that in the company. Call
me President Liu. Nothing can be accomplished without rules. If other
employees hear that, where is the authority of me?"
Ben was acting like a boss. If this was before, everyone would have dared
to bully him. But now the entire Liu family has to submit to him.
Chengfeng's face reddened at the news. He was angry but he didn't dare
to speak it out.
He said respectfully.
"Yes, President Liu. I remember this time."
"Here's a document. Please, sign it."
Seeing that, Xiaohui was happy. When their father was alive, Chengfeng
was abusing his power so that her family had suffered a lot.
But now, I have to say that Chengfeng was a little pathetic like that.
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After Ben signed the letter, Chengfeng also said respectfully.
"President Liu, I go to work."
Ben nodded and called out to him and said again.
"Go ahead but you need to work hard. I see that the performance of your
department has declined a little this month."
"You're at least my big brother so don't let the people in the company
make fun of you."
"I heard that Joe will getting married next month, so you, as a father,
have to set up a good bride price for your son. This salary is tied to
performance."
Chengfeng smiled in embarrassment and nodded incessantly.
"Well, I know, I'll make sure to increase the performance so that no one
else can make fun of us."
After saying that, he left and also closed the door for Ben.
After leaving the room, Chengfeng was full of gloom and wanted to cut
him into pieces.
"Ben you son of a bitch. What the fuck! You didn't even worth to help me
wear shoes before. Grass you ......"
He did not finish his scold. Chengfeng swallowed the rest of his words.
He and Ben were brothers, and Ben’s mother could be his mother.
Inside the office, Xiaohui sneered.
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" I guess he'll scold you in his heart after he goes out."
Ben said without a care.
"Curse all he wants as long as he doesn't curse in front of me."
He snickered as well.
"These people in our Liu family are bitchy. They didn't appreciate it when
I was nice to them before."
"I have to treat them like dogs so these people can know that I am not
easy to mess with."

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 215 I Didn't
Deserve Him
During the days in the hospital, Fei and Mark have been taking turns to
bring food to Mike and Yuting.
Although there was food in the hospital, they need to ate more
nutritiously for they were patients now.
If it was in the past, Zhiyao was the person who came to bring food to
Mike and look after Mike. But since Mike had reconciled with Yuting, it
would be inappropriate for Zhiyao to come and take care of Mike as she
did before.
Zhiyao had heard that Mike was in the hospital again, and he had
reconciled with Yuting as before.
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Upon hearing this news, Zhiyao felt as if she's had a breakup, and gone
to work all day listlessly. Now that Mike had Yuting, she definitely
wouldn’t be able to be with Mike as before or others would
misunderstand their relationship.
The thought of this made her feel even worse. But as Mike was
hospitalized, she still had to visit him. After all, she was the one who had
been busy taking care of him for the past two months.
After asking Mark where the ward was, Zhiyao took a half day off to
come to the hospital.
"Yaoyao, Why are you here? Aren't you working today?"
Mike was stunned when he saw Zhiyao walking into the ward.
Yuting was also stunned when she saw Zhiyao, but she was more
embarrassed. After all, she had said some bad words to Zhiyao in the
hospital before. Mike had explained it to her in these days.
Zhiyao was standing in front of the ward with a fruit basket in her hand,
and when she saw Mike and Yuting were sitting closely, her felt a
complex emotion and forced out a smile and said, "Of course I come to
visit you, I don't even know you are in the hospital again, you are so
careless."
"I took a half day off to come see you and sister-in-law."
Yuting felt even more embarrassed after hearing her words.
"I'm sorry, Zhiyao, I apologize for the words I said in the hospital before."
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Hearing this, Zhiyao smiled generously and grinned widely, "Sister-inlaw, don’t be so polite, I don’t mind it, I just wish you and my brother a
happy life."
"My brother loves you very much, he has been looking for you for so
long. He just wants to be with you. I am very jealous."
Hearing this, the slight suspicion Yuting had of her was completely
vanished, and she even regarded her as a younger sister.
Zhiyao spent the entire morning in the hospital, chatting with Mike and
Yuting. She seemed to be very happy, and so did Mike and Yuting. They
had a nice chat.
Especially she and Yuting, it was as if they were good sisters, and
everyone seemed to have forgotten about the unpleasantness that
happened in the hospital before.
"Brother, sister-in-law, I'm going back to the office then, I'll come back to
see you once I have time."
After having lunch inside the hospital, Zhiyao rushed back to the
company.
"Yaoyao, just go to do your own business, don’t mind us. When I'm
released from the hospital, I'll return to the company." Mike said with a
smile.
Actually, Mike didn't want Zhiyao to delay her work for it would be very
tired commuting between the two places.
But when Zhiyao heard this, she misunderstood and thought that Mike
no longer need her and was about to alienate her.
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"Fine, I know."
After greeting, Zhiyao left the hospital room.
By the time she walked out of the hospital room, she could no longer
dam up her feelings and sobbed in a low voice.
"Right, my brother is an excellent and rich man. I'm just a child from a
poor family, how could I possibly match him." Zhiyao begun to think
nonsensically, and the inferiority complex in her heart surged up again.
"It's ridiculous of me to have these strange thoughts, it's good enough
for him to treat me as his sister, isn't it?"
Zhiyao asked herself with her tears pouring down the face.
Remembering the time when there Yuting wasn’t there. Mike gave her a
birthday party, at that time, she thought she really was a princess. On
that day, she was the most eye-catching person in the room, and the
dress Mike bought for her was still hanging in her bedroom, like a
treasure.
But in the future, she would not be able to enjoy this kind of attention
from Mike anymore.
Thinking about it, she was heartbroken and left the hospital in tears.
......
In the ward, Mike is still laughing and talking to Yuting about Zhiyao.
"You see, Yaoyao is a very nice person, if she really have some affairs
with me. She wouldn't call me when she saw you."
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"That's because she also really wants me to find you, Yaoyao is a girl
from a poor family, and she is kind and simple. She send all the money
that she earned to home, I really regard her as my sister!"
Hearing this, Yuting smiled as well and said, "I know Yaoyao is a good
girl, we have to thank her for her care."
"She'll definitely find someone who loves her very much in the future."
"But I feel a bit strange, she seems a little unhappy when you tell her not
to come to visit you."
Mike was stunned and confused, "You don't still suspect our relationship,
do you? I don’t think so ......"
Mike fixed his eyes on Yuting, so naturally, he didn't notice Zhiyao's
expression.
"Of course not, I am just muttering ......"
Yuting smiled and didn't say anything more.
In fact, she wasn't sure whether Zhiyao was unhappy or not, she was just
a little scared. Because she was the one who had taken advantage of the
divorce between Mike and Helen, she used some means to be able to
stay with Mike.
Since she would do that, what about other women? Not to mention
Zhiyao and Mike are so close to each other.
"You're just thinking too much, I only love you, so how can I
accommodate other women."
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Mike caressed Yuting's face and smiled faintly.
Yuting leaned in Mike's arms, despite they were in hospital.
"That's best, I'm your wife, we will have many children in the future!" She
hugged Mike tightly and said.
Hearing this, Mike's heart trembled violently. Yuting still didn't know that
she was no longer to deliver a baby, Mike couldn't imagine how she
could be when she knew the truth.
So he must keep this a secret as longer as he could.
"Fine, It depends on you."
Mike hugged her and smiled bitterly.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 216 I
Wanted to Go Back to Chuzhou City
A few days later, both Mike and Yuting were discharged from the
hospital.
Since they had reconciled, Mike would not let Yuting went back to her
small rental house. The house was small and dilapidated, Mike had sworn
that he would never let Yuting suffer any more.
So he directly took Yuting home, and he threw those things in the rental
house. He intended to buy something of the best quality for Yuting.
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He was able to walk after months of constant injuries in his legs and
hospitalization, he didn’t need to use a wheelchair. But he couldn't walk
too fast, or exercise vigorously, after all, he had just recovered.
"Yuting, this is your home, do you like it? I will buy another villa if you
don’t like this one!" Mike took Yuting on a tour of the home and asked
with a smile.
For Yuting, this villa was already a palace, a thousand times better than
the rental house she had lived for months.
"No, it's fine here, the size of a house is not important." Yuting put her
arm around Mike and said shyly, "Anyplace can be a home as long as
you are there."
"Me too!" Mike hugged Yuting happily.
At this moment, a noise suddenly came from the second floor, scaring
both Mike and Yuting. They thought that there was a burglar in their
house.
Turned around, they saw Fei standing on the second floor with a suitcase
full of embarrassment. He said with a smile, "I'm not standing here
spying on you, I don’t even know that you were out of the hospital
today."
"Just do what you want."
Mike asked, "Why are you carrying your suitcase, you're not leaving, are
you?"
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Fei answered, "I'm going to move out, It is suitable for me to live here
when you are alone. Now that you are living together, it's too awkward
and inconvenient for me to stay any longer."
"So I'd better move out and make room for you. But don't worry, I won't
leave Tianhai City, I'll be with you. My grandpa said that he would break
my legs if I dare to go back. I can't even go abroad but to stay in Tianhai
City."
Hearing this, Mike didn't say anything, nor did he retain Fei. He and Fei
were brothers from childhood, so there was no distance between them. It
was also really inconvenient for Fei to live here, and it would indeed be
too awkward if Fei popped up out of nowhere when he and Yuting were
making out at home.
"There's no need to move out, I don't think it's inconvenient ......" Yuting
felt very embarrassed and tried to retain him.
Fei came down from the second floor with a suitcase and a smile. "Miss
Chen, you don't have to be polite to me, I enjoy the feeling of freedom."
"You can just stay here with Mike at ease, no one will bother you." Yuting
blushed and replied, "Alright ......"
Mike patted Fei on the shoulder and said, "I am sorry, I just get out of
the hospital and I haven’t get time to look for house with you. Have you
found the house, where is it? Let me know if you don't have the money."
Fei smiled, "Don't worry, how can I have no money to spend, I just went
to your room to get a bank card. There must have a lot of money in it,
it's mine now."
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"What?" Hearing this, Mike was stunned and frowned, "You don’t know
the password, how can you withdraw the money in it? "
Feiwas also stunned and said, "So I take the card from your family bank,
there’s no need for me to know the password."
"I'm going to withdraw the money!"
After saying that, Fei shouldered his suitcase and pulled away.
"Damn, you're too shameless!" When Mike tried to chase after him, Fei
turned his head and laughed, "Come after me, don't forget that your legs
are just recovered, if you go back into the hospital again you'll be in a
wheelchair for the rest of your life!"
Mike suddenly stopped his action, watching at Fei furiously as he
disappeared from the villa, and let him go finally.
"Alright, don't chasing after him, what is relationship between you and
he?" Yuting helped Mike to sit down and asked.
Mike said with a smile, "His grandfather is my grandfather's private
bodyguard, we have grown up together since we were kids, and
although we're not real brothers, we're closer than brothers."
Yuting nodded thoughtfully, "No wonder, you are so close to each
other."
Besides, She said a little embarrassed, "By the way Mike, did the police
help me found my lost $300,000?"
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Hearing this, Mike sighed, "No, the man who swindled the money has
already been sentenced. His sentence won't be reduced even if he
returns the money, so he is not willing to do that."
Hearing this, Yuting was upset, she got those money for selling her
company.
"Forget about those money, it's been so long." Seeing this, Mike caresses
Yuting's face and comforted her, "You are my wife now, we don’t lack of
money. There’s an saying goes, I am responsible for earning money to
support the family, and you are responsible for dressing yourself. I will
definitely give you the best life and let you be the happiest woman in the
world."
Hearing this, Yuting was blushed and said coquettishly, "Shame on you,
I'm not your wife yet ......"
Mike pretended to be angry and said, "Why not, I will argue with anyone
who deny the truth."
Saying that, he played with Yuting on the sofa.
This time, he had finally be with Yuting. They don’t need to act secretly
as before.
Mike hung all her strengthen on Yuting and tickled her. Yuting laughed
so loudly that she couldn't breathe. Finally, she surrendered and said,
"Alright, don't tickle me, I'm wrong."
She hugged Mike tightly and added, "I'm a bit nostalgic, I want to go
back to Chuzhou City to see my parents and bring you back to visit
them."
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Hearing this, Mike got up and said, "Fine! I also want to visit your parent
and let them have a look of their son-in-law!"
Yuting said shyly, "Our family are all intellectuals, my father used to be a
school teacher and my mum is the child of a noble family. They are strict
and don't like high-profile people. You mustn't act like a nouveau in
front of them."
Hearing this, Mike smiled and said, "Don't worry, I promise I won't let
you feel embarrassed."
"But you can't go back yet, at least for a while."
Yuting asked in confusion, "Why?"
Mike held her face and said, "You are so weak now, they would think I
mistreat you if you go back now."

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 217
Farewell, Mingyu!
In the following two days, Mike Yue stayed beside Yuting Chen almost at
all times, including shopping, buying new clothes and eating delicious
foods.
These two days were also the most gratifying and relaxing time for Mike
lately.
Every day he would drive back with a cart of stuff, almost all of which
belonged to Yuting.
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The night before Monday, Mingyu Sun asked Mike to meet with him and
reminded him no to tell Yuting about it on the phone.
After dinner, Mike left alone and met Mingyu nearby on the pretext of
having work to do in the company.
“I heard that you’re going aboard, is it true?” He gazed at Mingyu,
apparently the haggard-looking guy didn’t feel good in these two days
when Yuting and he enjoyed their time.”
“Yes. Actually, I was ready to ask her to go aboard with me on the day
when I came to find you, but I was rejected.” Said Mingyu with a wry
smile. “Now it doesn’t matter. I’m not necessary anymore because she
has got you by her side. I’ve worked very hard to persuade my father to
let me stay until Yuting is released and then I don’t need to worry about
her anymore. That’s the reason why I have to leave Tianhai City
tomorrow morning.”
Hearing this, Mike looked at him with an expression mixed with various
feelings.
In fact, He could never be too grateful to Mingyu for taking care of
Yuting and coming to him on that day. Although he received a blow
from him, he didn’t mind it, because Yuting and he would not go back
together without him.
“I’m sorry. I speak this sorry for Yuting.” Said Mike in a sincere tone,
“Besides, I would like to send you my gratitude for your care of Yuting in
such a long time.”
Mingyu smiled and said, “You don’t need to do so. Yuting doesn’t owe
me anything. Love is requited or unrequited. I can’t blame her by my
unrequited love to her since she never has a crush on me.”
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“But I indeed learned something from her, that is the persistence of love,
a quite rare quality in my opinion. She insists on giving birth to your
child while she has to live a tough life alone. I really admire her courage.”
With emotions flooded over his mind, Mike dropped his eyes and didn’t
say anything.
“You don’t need to say thanks to me, neither.” Smiled Mingyu, “I like her,
so it’s my duty to take care of her, and I feel happy by doing so.”
“But from now on, this duty will fall on you instead of me. My only wish is
that you can take good care of her and never let her suffer the slightest
bit of grievance. No matter what may happen in the future, you can’t
abandon her, without which there will be no one cherishing her, you
know.”
Yuting couldn’t give birth to children anymore, who would cherish a
woman like this?
“You may rest assured that I will never let her leave me no matter what
may happen.” Mike promised.
“Fine.” Mingyu nodded, he looked at Mike and could not help asking,
“But do you really accept it? After all, you can’t have one more child in
your lifetime. And how about your families? I’m not clear about your
family, but you may come from a powerful clan where a daughter-in-law
like her would not be accepted.”
A slight frown of wondering appeared on his face when he heard this.
He was always reluctant to consider this question because he knew the
answer to it. Even the ordinary gentries would not accept her, not to
mention the Yue clan.
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“You’re right, my families may not agree with our marriage.” Mike let out
a sigh, but instantly he raised his head the said in a firmed tone, “But I
will never abandon her just because of my family’s disagreements.”
“I honor my words. I will never leave Yuting alone in any situation until
the end of my life.”
Hearing his words, Mingyu smiled, “I believe you. I used to be
unconvinced and want to know what man can keep staying in Yuting’s
heart because I always think that I’m better than that man. But now I
don’t think so. I can see that you love her and you’re excellent in all
aspects, especially in doing business, I’m far behind you.”
Mike also laughed, slapped on his shoulders and said, “Don’t say that,
you’re brilliant too. I will remember you, my friend. If you need any help
at home, come and find me. I will go extra mile to give a hand whatever
you’re going to do.”
“I’ve got your words!” Mingyu laughed and said, “I won’t be too shy to
ask for your help. But I’m curious about one thing, that is, could you tell
me your real identity and family background? Because I’ve never heard a
great clan with the surname Yue.”
Mike stunned at his question in an instant.
Seeing he didn’t want to tell him this, Mingyu smiled, “It’s Okay. You
don’t need to tell me if you don’t like to. I’m just curious about it.”
Mike nodded and said, “I should not have told anyone about it, but it’s
alright if it were you. I’m from the Yue family of Capital City.”
Mingyu gasped in astonishment at this news.
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“The Yue family from Capital City…the one belonged to the Four Great
Families?”
“Yes.” Mike nodded.
“The Yue family of Capital City” was well-known as synonymous with
ultimate power, even the smaller and less powerful clans in other cities
were clear about its implication.
“So, you are…” Mingyu gaped at him and said with a trembling voice.
Mike nodded, looked quite humble, “Tianhong Yue is my father, I’m the
Young Lord of the Yue clan.”
Mingyu was completely shocked. He had never thought that Yuting’s
boyfriend was the Young Lord of that famous family!
Thinking that he had beaten up Mike twice in the hospital and his home,
Mingyu broke out in a sweat.
The Young Lord of the Yue family had been given a blow by him!
“You don’t need to be that surprised.” Seeing that, Mike smiled and said,
“I’m not a remarkable guy as you think. I’m just as normal as everyone.
When I was sitting in the armchair, I was also embarrassed.”
Mingyu didn’t calm down until a long time and sigh, “How could you be
an everyday person. You should know that the Yue clan is desired but
unavailable for many people. But I don’t need to worry that Yuting will
be bullied since the Young Lord of the Yue clan can take care of her.”
Mike nodded, “Of course I will not let my wife be bullied by anyone. But
you’re leaving tomorrow, don’t you want to meet her again? I’m sure she
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will also want to meet you and bid you farewell. Anyway, you’re her best
friend.”
Mingyu smiled and said, “Come on, it’s too embarrassed. We will meet
again if there’s any opportunity. Maybe it has been two years later. I may
also have my girlfriend, even get married at that time. Then we can
retrospect our long-standing friendship.”
“Goodbye, Young Lord. May Yuting and you have a happy and blessed
life.”
Then he waved his goodbye and left.
Eyeing Mingyu’s lonely figure, Mike was also filled with mixed feelings
and murmured, “A good life is a safe life. I wish you can find your
happiness as soon as possible…”

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 218 Let's Go
Get Our Marriage License
Mike Yue returned to the company after half a month later.
Seeing him in a high spirit and brimming with sheer bliss, Yuhang Shi
couldn't help but quip," Young Lord, what makes you so happy? It’s the
first time for me to catch that big smile on your face since you came to
Tianhai City."
Mike had just finished dealing with business matters, although he was a
bit dissatisfied with the progress of some business, the smile on his face
never disappeared.
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He looked at Yuhang and said, "I've got my wife back and I’m going to
accompany her back to Chuzhou City to meet her parents in the next
two days."
There was no need to tell Yuhang about such a private matter, but Mike
was still in that good mood, so he shared it with him.
The news also delighted Yuhang and he said excitedly, "That's really
great, congratulations, Young Lord!"
"I told you that you'd be able to find the Young Lady. I believe evn God
will also be moved by your consistent seeking!"
Mike laughed and said, "You’re really getting better and better at talking.
I'm going to book a flight back to Chuzhou City the day after tomorrow,
and I don't know how long we should stay there. General Manager Shi,
so I really need your help in running the company during my absence."
Yuhang nodded and said, "Don't worry, Mark and I will take good care of
the company,”
......
Yuting, who was doing housework at home at this time, got a call from
her mother.
There had been several calls from home over the past few months,
Yuting didn't dare to tell her parents about her situation and could only
make a perfunctory response.
But now, she could bring Mike home with her above board.
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"Hello, Mom?" This time, Yuting's tone was much more cheerful when
answering the phone.
"Yuting, when exactly are you going to come home? Are you all alright?"
A middle-aged woman's disgruntled voice was heard from the phone. It
was her mother, Li Wang.
Chen Yuting smiled and said, "Mom, don't worry, I'll be back to see you
in two or three days at most."
Li chided, "You sold the company and ran away to Tianhai City alone
without telling me and your father. Are you competent to fend for
yourself in that metropolis? You couldn't even take care of the company
in Chuzhou City, not to mention in Tianhai City!”
Yuting was a little guilty and said like a spoiled child, "Oh mommy,
please stop talking bout this topic. I'm an adult, I can make choices for
myself."
Wang Li snorted, "Come on, I know you better than yourself. I bet you
did not focus your mind on work and thus live a tough life. Under this
situation, you must be too shamed to reach us. But you're not a young
girl, you can’t treat your life in that flippant manner anymore. Are you
going to piss us both off? Or why didn’t you come back home before?
Your father and I have planned some many blind dates for you."
"This time you have to come back because your grandfather's birthday is
coming in next month, she will arrange a perfect date for you, the son of
the richest man in Jiangnan Province, a returning scholar with a master’s
degree. Your father and I have met that young man once, he is
handsome and erudite and is more than enough to match you since he
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comes from a great and rich clan. Your grandfather said it should be
added to your must-to-do list."
Yuting’s face turned pale at the news. As she had already been with
Mike, how could she still go to a blind date?
"Mom, I already get a boyfriend. I'm just going to bring him home this
time to meet you guys." Yuting said.
Li was a bit startled by hearing this, "You’ve got a boyfriend? No, no, no,
you must break up with him!"
"I don't think you two have been together for a long time. It’s not
difficult for you to put an end to this relationship! Your grandfather said
that you must marry the young lad and they have reached an agreement
on this. If you don't come back, your grandfather will definitely be
angry."
"Yuting, be a good obedient girl, you know how powerful the Wang clan
is. I'm just your grandfather's youngest and humblest daughter, if you
displease your grandfather, he will definitely take back the management
rights of my companies!"
Li's tone was firmed and agitated. She didn’t even ask Yuting about her
boyfriend but just let her break up with him.
Hearing this, Yuting also frowned her eyebrows in an instant.
It was impossible for her to break up with Mike, but the Wang family,
where her mother was born, was really tricky since it was the top big
family in Jiangzhou City.
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The Wang family's ancestors were weavers in the south of the Yangtze
River, specializing in silk weaving for the emperors in the Qing dynasty.
For more than a dozen generations in a row, they had monopolized this
business, and thus became one of the richest families in this area. Later
on, when war and chaos raged through the land during the Republic of
China era, the Wang family continued to rank top among all wealthy
families.
After the 1990s, because someone in the Wang family had sought a high
position in the government plus the family’s cooperation, the Wang
family continued to be at the top of the tree.
Nowadays, the Wang family was widely involved in the cotton, textile,
and clothing markets here in Jiangnan Province.
At a later stage, the Wang family’s business was no longer limited to the
clothing trade industry, they began to step into the financial industry.
The current chairman of the Jiangzhou Chamber of Commerce was
exactly the Master of the Wang family, Yuting's grandfather.
Even the richest man in Jiangnan Province had to take the initiative to
salute him and be polite when he sees Yuting’s grandfather.
There was also a Wang family in Capital City, but it was considered as
one of the four great families. Although they could not be evenly
matched, the one in Jiangzhou City was still a gentry family.
All powerful families preferred sons to daughters. Yuting's mother Li was
the youngest daughter of Master Wang, and she married Yuting's father,
an ordinary university teacher, regardless of the family’s objection, the
Master was thus angered and abandoned Li.
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The relationship between Li and her family was eased a few years ago
and Li was thus allowed to operate some companies by herself.
Thinking about that fierce and indifferent old man, Yuting's was quite
terrified.
"Mom, I already have a boyfriend, how can I break up with him because
of grandfather's decision? That is ridiculous!" Yuting was also a bit
furious.
Li spoke harshly, "This is not a negotiation, ok? You must break up with
that guy!”
Yuting shed tears as she recalled what she had been through with Mike
and said, "It’s impossible! I’ve married him and we are never going to
break up!"
Then Yuting directly hung up the phone. She lay down on the sofa and
cried sadly.
After a while, she seemed to have made up her mind with a resolute look
and called Mike again.
Mike answered her call instantly and said with a smile, "What happened,
my sweetheart? I've only been away from home for a little while, do you
miss me?"
Hearing Mike’s voice, Yuting choked up and said, "Let's go get our
marriage license!”

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 219 Wang
Family of Jiangnan Province
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“Yuting, did you decide it?”
At the gate of the civil affairs bureau, Mike held Yuting Chen’s shoulders
and asked her seriously.
He did not know why Yuting suddenly called him and told him she
wanted to marry him. And she was in a hurry, she even was going to cry
when she said that. But Mike did what she wanted because he loved her.
So no matter what she wanted, he followed.
He went to Yuting from his company then they came to the civil affairs
bureau directly.
“Yes, I want to be your wife. Your lawful wife. And then no one could part
us anymore.”
Yuting said excitedly with red eyes.
She turned to Mike and asked in trample voice “You don’t want to marry
me?”
Mike was not unwilling, he was just not well prepared. Because applying
for the marriage license for them was all of a sudden, and Yuting could
not deliver a baby in the future. Including persuading his parents or
others in Yue Family, Mike had not yet thought out a good solution to
face them.
Mike was stressful facing these.
But at this time could he say he was not willing? Or they could wait a
while? Yuting would be sad if Mike said so. She needed his comfort and
love the most currently.
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“I do, of course I do.”
Mike nodded heavily. Currently he could only ignore his pressure
because for him Yuting was the most important.
“As long as you decided it. We will go inside and get the licence.” Mike
added.
Yuting could not help crying seeing this and she thought of what Li
Wang said just now on phone.
She also nodded heavily, she was moved.
“Yes, I decided.”
“Okay.” Mike smiled and then he pulled the hand of Yuting and said “We
will go in soon. But I have to know what happened first. Why you
suddenly want to marry me? I am sure something happened. Don’t hide
from me.”
Yuting was was grieve. She told Mike everything regarding the call from
her family. Including her grandfather wanted her to go back to marry a
guy to help her family’s business.
“What?”
Mike frowned hearing that.
“They went too far. They knew you have a boyfriend but they still ask you
to marry another man and force you to break up with me.”
Mike was furious hearing what Yuting said. He was Yuting’s boyfriend.
They experienced so many sufferings and now finally they got each
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other. But Yuting’s family forced her to go back now and break up with
him. They ignored Mike.
Could Mike bear that?
“It’s absurd.”
Mike said angrily. And he could not help making a fist.
Yuting wiped her tears seeing Mike was so angry. She sighed and said
“We can’t blame my mum. We were poor before. My dad is only a
teacher in a college and his income is not high. My mum insisted to
marry my dad so she was driven out from Wang Family. And my
grandfather is not well since several years ago. Then they began to
recognize my mother as the daughter of Wang Family again. And he
offered several companies to my mom that’s why our family became
wealthy gradually.”
“Actually I could open a company was also because the companies of
Wang Family. They made us rich.”
“If I don’t go back to marry the man they want. My grandfather would
get his companies back. That’s what my mom was afraid.That’s why she
wanted me to break up with you.”
Then she felt embarrassed to say “Mike, don’t blame my mom. She and I
were close before. I’m afraid you will fight with her.”
Mike calmed down and said hearing that “Don’t worry, I will not blame
her. I know her pain.”
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“But Wang Family was too over. They treated you as a tool to do
business. They never treated you as their family. Why? How dare they do
so to my girl?”
Surely Yuting was touched seeing Mike cared about her so much. So she
said “Don’t worry. I will marry no one expect you.”
Mike nodded and then he felt the face of Yuting and said “But I never
expected that you are a member of Wang Family in Jiangnan. You never
told me that.”
Yuting sighed and said “I knew this since I went to college. They
accepted my mom and me at that time. But I have no feeling to them,
including my grandfather. They value boys more than girls. My cousins,
aunts and uncles did not like my family.”
“My dad is only a teacher, and they seemed look down upon him. So my
dad and I don’t like them. We don’t go there often, only on festivals.”
Mike understood it hearing what Yuting said.
He also heard about Wang Family in Jiangnan before. It was a famous
huge family. They lived in Jiangzhou City and they were the richest family
there. It was said that even the richest family of Jiangnan had to be polite
to them. And it was the son of the richest guy of Jiangnan who was
going to marry Yuting.
Mike felt stressful. He was not afraid of Wang Family or the richest
person of Jiangnan.
He was afraid that Yuting could not hold the stress from Wang Family.
But if he married Yuting now, no one could stop them in the future
anymore.
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So he pulled Yuting’s hands and said “Let’s go inside.”
Then he held Yuting’s hand and went inside the civil affair bureau.
They began to take the photo of the marriage certificate after filling their
information. Mike changed a suit from home on purpose for this. Yuting
dressed up also, she was pretty.
The girl was pretty and the boy was talented. Even the staff who took
photo for them was envious and offered his blessing.
After the picture, they began to swear. They would be lawful couples
after that.
Mike and Yuting stood on the stage and they looked at each other. Love
and excitement filled their eyes.
“I, Mike.”
“I, Yuting.”
“We are willing to be couples from now on. We will shoulder our
responsibilities and duties our marriage offered us. We will be nice to
both parents, we will educate our children together. We will respect and
love each other. We will trust and encourage each other. We will love
each other forever. I promise you to stay by your side in sickness and
health, in joy and in sorrow, as well as through the good times and the
bad. We will keep our words today.
...
Each of them had a red booklet when they get out from the bureau.
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From now on, they were lawful couples. And they were protected by law.
No one had the qualification to part them.
“Dear, don’t worry. I will give you a most splendid wedding.” Mike said
while looking at her. Love filled his eyes.
Yuting smiled then she leaned on Mike’s shoulder with happiness.
Now no one could ever force her to marry another guy.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 220 A Call
From Tianxiong
“Look at your daughter, she got married with a wild man secretly.”
“Did she take us as her parents? Come here, Donglai Chen. How did you
educate your daughter?”
Li Wang received a photo from Yuting Chen. It was a photo of Mike and
Yuting.
Li Wang did not believe it when Yuting told her she already got married,
she thought Yuting was lying. She never expected that Yuting directly
sent her the marriage certificate. Could this be fake?
Li Wang was furious. She handed over her phone to Yuting’s father,
Donglai Chen.
Donglai got the phone and pushed his glasses and then he said calmly “I
believe in Yuting. This guy looks smart. And he is handsome. Is there any
problem?”
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Donglai was like a gentleman, and a book was in front of him. Though he
already retired, he never stopped studying literature.
“Is there any problem?” Li Wang was more angry seeing Donglai was so
calm. She said one word by one word seriously “You are a teacher, and
now you dare to ask me is there any problem?”
“Your daughter did not even tell us then she got married with a guy. Is
not it shameful?”
“My dad said that she had to date with the son of the richest guy of
Jiangnan when she came back. And several days later is my dad’s eighty
years old birthday. How could we explain at that time?”
“Now, good. We don’t need to work with them anymore. Do you know
how rich is his family? We will stand still in front of Wang Family if Yuting
can marry him. Do you know that?”
Donglai signed and said hearing Li Wang’s words “Yuting has grown up
now. She has her own thought and choice. We need to support her since
she made her choice now.”
“Wang Family looked down upon us, why you insist on offering our
daughter to Wang Family as a tool of marriage?”
”So what even if Yuting marry the richest guy in Jiangnan? We are not
poor. As long as we live happily. Why we ask our daughter to marry a
rich guy? Will she have good time if she marry that guy?”
Donglai’s family were all teachers. We could not say he treated money as
stool, but it was true that he was not so looking forward to money. His
retirement fee was around four or five thousand per month. For him, it
was enough.
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“You know nothing.” Li Wang cursed him “Can our family be so wealthy if
I did not run these companies? As a man, you do nothing expect reading
books. What can you get from your books? Can money come?”
“I was looked down upon each time I went back Wang Family. They say
we looked poor. They all live in splendid houses, and drive expensive
cars. I shall listen to my dad before that don’t marry a guy like you who
had no ambition.”
Li Wang got more furious as she was talking, then she directly threw
Donglai’s book on ground.
“You...what are you doing?”
Donglai changed his face, but he dared not to curse Li Wang. Indeed it
was Li Wang who was earning money these years, she was a career
woman. And Donglai knew nothing regarding business, so he could only
read books after retirement.
Surely a man could only bear his wife’s temper if he could not earn
money. He could do nothing in front of Li Wang.
“Now Yuting married another man, so it’s useless even if you blame me
now. You can’t ask her to divorce now, right? The young master of Lin
would not marry Yuting even if she divorce, right?”
Donglai sighed and said.
“Stupid man. Useless.” Li Wang grabbed a pillow on the sofa and threw it
to Donglai. Her tears almost fell. “We would be laughed at again when
we go to Wang Family.”
...
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Two days later.
Mark Duan drove to send Mike and Yuting to the airport.
“Fei Qi, why you go with us? I go there to see my parents in law. Not for
a fight.”
Mike asked Fei Qi who was going to go with them.
Fei Qi replied angrily hearing that “You think I want to go with you? It
was grandpa who asked me to protect you. I will not follow you if you
were in Tianhai City. But how could I leave you alone if you go out?”
“You got wounded every now and then. What if you have any accident
again? Grandpa will beat me.”
Mike did not know he shall cry or laugh hearing that.
“Am I so weak? Yes, I could not win you. But it dose not mean I could not
protect myself.”
Mark persuaded seeing that “Brother, let Fei Qi follow you.”
“Sometimes accidents come all of a sudden. Your legs just recovered.
You can’t run if you have anything. We will feel relieved if Fei Qi could be
with you for he would protect you.”
Yuting also smiled and said “Honey, let Fei Qi go with us. We will not be
bored with Fei Qi if no one play with us in Wang Family.”
Mike could only say yes hearing that, then he said to Fei Qi “Then Okay,
for my wife’s sake, I will allow you to follow. Don’t bother me. I will sue
you if you bother me again.”
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“Sue me? You dare to sue me?” Fei Qi opened his eyes widely and went
in the airport while playing with Mike.
Mike suddenly got a call from Tianxiong Yue when they just arrived at
the waiting room of the airport.
Mike was afraid of the call of Tianxiong at the moment, he was afraid he
would ask things related to Yuting.
He dared not to tell them he got married with Yuting until now.
“I will go and answer a call.”
Mike said to Yuting then he went aside and pressed answer. “Dad, what
happened?”
“Mike, hang on all the thing and go to Jiangzhou two days later.”
Tianxiong said on the phone.
“Ah?” Mike was shocked hearing that.
He and Yuting supposed to go to Yuting’s family in Chuzhou City first,
then went to attend the birthday of the master of Wang Family.
Was it a coincidence that Tianxiong asked him to go to Jiangzhou City?
“Why?” Mike asked.
“Wang Family of Jiangzhou, do you know it? A famous family in Jiangnan
Province.” Tianxiong said.
“I know. And I heard he would celebrate his eighties’ birthday soon.
Why?” Mike frowned.
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“You know it. Then that’s good.” Tianxiong said happily. “Wang Family
and our family has some connections in business. And I had some
relation with its mater years ago. We can’t leave alone his birthday. But I
can’t go there for I still have something to do here.”
“So you go there for me. And a leader of Jiangzhou City was your
grandfather’s student. He wanted to see you. And the leaders of
Jiangnan Province wanted to talk with Yue Family regarding city plan and
investment of our family. So I told him to talk with you.”
Mike knew it was a coincidence. He guessed Tianxiong knew nothing
now for Family and Wang family were relatives by marriage now.
He asked “What leader? Is his position high?”
Tianxiong laughed and said “Of course a leader in high position. He is at
the highest position no matter from the city or the province. You never
connected with an official so be cautious when talking with them and be
modest.”
“You are the son of Tianxiong. Don’t make me shameful.”
“”Don’t worry. When did I make you shameful?” Mike hang up the phone
after he finished his words. He was afraid Tianxiong would ask him about
Yuting.
He hauled deeply then he murmured “It was dangerous.”

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 221 Meet
Yuting Chen's Parents
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The flight distance from Tianhai City to Chuzhou City was not far, and it
only took an hour to get to Chuzhou City Airport.
Both Jiangzhou and Chuzhou City are under the jurisdiction of Jiangnan
Province. However, in this Province, the development of Chuzhou City is
obviously inferior than Jiangzhou City. Although Jiangzhou City is a
third-tier city, its economic development is far better than Chuzhou City
with the Wang family operating here.
Since this was the first time Mike went to meet Yuting Chen's parents, so
he couldn’t bring Fei Qi with him, he let Fei Qi stay in a hotel first and
then he and Yuting Chen would go to meet Li Wang and Donglai Chen.
After all, they still had to stay a few days in Chuzhou City before they
leave for Jiangzhou City. Mike guessed that even though he had now
married Yuting Chen, Li Wang was unlikely to ask him to stay at their
home for the night, and he would probably have to come to the hotel to
stay with Fei Qi for the next few days.
After buying some fruits and gifts, Yuting led Mike to her home.
"Don't be nervous, you're handsome and stylish, what are you afraid of?"
When Yuting saw that Mike was a bit nervous, she comforted him,
"Besides, we've already get married, and my mom can't do anything
about us, she'll still accept you in the end."
Mike just smiled when he heard that.
He was indeed nervous, as that he had stolen their daughter without
saying a word, and they even got married without noticing them. Even if
Li Wang was angry and wanted to scold him, he could still understand.
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After all, when he was a live-in son-in-law in the Liu family, he had
suffered a lot.
After arriving at the door of the house, Yuting's hands were shaking as
she knocked on the door.
After the door opened, Mike finally met Yuting's mother, his mother-inlaw.
Today's Li Wang didn't wear a drowsy expression she usually has at
home that women who born in the Yangtze River Delta, she had her hair
tied up, wore a formal work suit and looked a little indifferent, like a
shrewd and strong woman.
Although she was already over forty years old, Li Wang was still well
maintained, and her cool appearance, however, gave Mike some
pressure.
"Wang ...... Aunt Wang, hello, my name is Mike."
"Nice to meet you!"
Mike greeted her politely.
Yuting was standing next to him and felt embarrassed to see Li Wang
being so indifferent.
"Come in, don’t stand outside."
Li Wang glanced at them roughly, forcing down her discontentment and
invited Mike in.
"Mike, this is my father."
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In the living room, Donglai Chen was reading a book on the sofa, and
Yuting introduced her father to Mike.
"Hello uncle, my name is Mike, nice to meet you!"
Mike greeted Donglai Chen politely.
Donglai Chen pushed his black-framed glasses, looked at Mike and
nodded slightly.
"Young man, you are quite energetic, sit down."
He had always been a taciturn person, and although he didn't say
something, he was quite satisfied with Mike’s image and temperament.
Under this atmosphere, Mike was a little nervous, he sat down as if he
was on thorns, so stiff and awkward
Li Wang came over, crossed her arms and ignored Mike, she glared at
Yuting and said significantly.
"Yuting, come in, I have something to say to you."
Of course, Yuting knew that Li Wang was going to reprimand her, she
answered and winked at Mike to inform him, then followed Li Wang into
the bedroom obediently.
At this time, only Mike and Donglai were left in the living room, Mike was
not a hot-headed young man anymore, so he would not just stand by.
He took a quick glance at a calligraphy hanging in the living room, it was
Charm of a Maiden Singer by Shi Su(A great ancient Chinese poet, an
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important figure in Song Dynasty politics), and was signed “Donglai
Chen”.
Judging the calligraphy, Mike thought that was written by Donglai
himself, so he exclaimed and flattered Donglai.
"Uncle, you wrote that Charm of a Maiden Singer, didn't you? It's so well
written!"
Donglai was slightly stunned and said with a smile.
"Do you know calligraphy too?"
"Yuting should have told you that I'm a college teacher, teaching
Chinese. Influenced by my father, I also like poetry, calligraphy and
painting."
Mike nodded his head and said modestly.
"Just a little bit, I don't dare to comment on you, uncle."
Donglai put down the book in his hands, looked at Mike with interest
and said.
"It’s fine, to know that we know what we know, and that we don’t know
what we don’t know, why can't you comment on it as you do know
something about calligraphy?"
"Calligraphy is my hobby, I’m not a professional calligrapher."
Mike smiled after he heard that.
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"Then I'll say some opinions boldly, no offense. Uncle, you wrote the
Charm of a Maiden Singer by Shi Su, so I can see that you admire Shi Su
very much. Although Shi Su has a writing style of reckless and grand,
clear and smooth, your style of writing is somewhat contrary to Shi Su,
instead you favoring Qiji Xin's writing style."
"Qiji Xin has a writing style of bold and unconstrained, delicate and
exquisite."
"So I can see that you had aspirations in your heart, but could not realize
them, so you wrote the Charm of a Maiden Singer by Shi Su in the style
of Qiji Xin."
After hearing Mike's words, Donglai was poleaxed in a second, he looked
at Mike incredulously.
If he hadn't been guessed right by Mike, how would he react in this way.
"Interesting! Interesting!"
A smile gradually appeared on Donglai's face as he looked at Mike
appreciatively and asked.
"What do you do for living, young man? Are you also a scholar?"
Mike waved his hand and smiled.
"No, how dare I compare with you, I'm a businessman."
Donglai was a little disappointed when he heard that, probably
influenced by Li Wang, he didn't like businessmen very much.
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"In fact, when I was a boy, I dreamt to study literature just like you." Mike
did not panic when he saw Donglai’s expression, he sighed, "But the
world is changing, the whole society only spin around money. Nowadays,
men are so stressful as they need to support their families, as well as the
competitive pressure of society and the push from home."
"I had to quit my literature dream and start to do some business. If I
could have a choice, I would like to do what I truly love, just like you, my
uncle."
Mike only said a few words, yet he made Donglai feel as if he had found
a soulmate. He got up hastily and came to sit down next to Mike and
said excitedly.
"Soulmate!"
"You seem to like literature too, so why don't we talk about Qiji Xin, the
poet I've admired the most since I was a kid!"
Seeing that he had win Donglai’s heart, Mike was relieved and smiled
faintly.
"Okay, whatever you say, uncle."
......
At this time, Li Wang was still criticizing Yuting and Mike inside the
bedroom.
"What do you like him exactly, I think he's silly, just like your father."
"Do you still want to end up like me? You don't know how tired I have
been all these years, you disappoint me so much!"
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Even after listening for quite a while, Yuting finally couldn't stand it any
longer and said unhappily.
"Mom, you can scold me if you intent to, not my husband!"
"Husband? How long have you been married and you call him husband?"
Li Wang had just become less angry, yet she was irritated again.
"Yuting, I've always thought that you were a good girl, but I didn't expect
that in the end, you gave me a big surprise."
Yuting said pointedly.
"Mom, for the past twenty years, I've followed your advice in everything
you've asked me to do. I've listened to you enough, but if you want to
interfere with my marriage, I won't let you. I like Mike and I want to be
with him forever, I do nothing wrong."
"That's impossible!" Li Wang said resolutely and decisively, "Don't forget
your identity, you're the descendent of the Wang family, and your
grandfather is Kun Wang. We're from a rich and powerful family, how
can you marry a silly brat!"
"How will you explain to your grandfather, do you think the Wang family
is so easy to fool? You must divorce him, and do it before your
grandfather's birthday. Only your father and I know that you are married,
the Wang family doesn't know yet."
"Come with me to the Wang family to meet the son of the wealthiest
man in Jiangnan, and you'll know how foolish you are!"
She said as she poked her hand at Yuting's head, looking like she
couldn't be doubted.
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My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 222 He's
been Divorced
"Mom! How could you!"
After hearing Li Wang's words, Yuting Chen looked at her in shock as if
she did not recognize her mother.
Yuting Chen was about to cry, her eyes were filled with tears.
Li Wang couldn’t be tough anymore when she saw her baby girl on the
verge of tears.
She sighed and persuaded her daughter.
"Silly girl, I did it for your own good. You have a bright future ahead of
you, so why waste your time on that brat. Look at him, he's just like your
father, he’s indeed polite but useless, can he let you live a wealthy life?
You're the princess, you’re the apple of my eye, and you're going to be
the upper ten in the future."
"Do you know what it means to marry the son of Jiangnan's wealthiest
man? It means that your children can enjoy glory and splendor. In the
future, who dares to look down on our Wang family?"
"Besides, even if your father and I agreed, would your grandfather accept
Mike? What will the Wang family think of you? Do you want to make
yourself and your parents a laughing stock of the whole family?"
The more Li Wang said, the funnier Yuting Chen thought of her mother.
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The wealthiest man in Jiangnan? Could he be compared with the
wealthiest man in the whole country? That’s nothing in front of one of
the Four Clans in Capital City, the Yue family.
The son of the wealthiest man in Jiangnan was no match for the son of
Tianxiong Yue.
Of course, Yuting Chen chose to marry Mike was not because of his
wealthy family, nor his identity as the son of Tianxiong Yue. She fell in
love with Mike, she loved Mike and was attracted by his character deeply.
It was just that Li Wang had no idea what kind of person her son-in-law
really was.
"I will never divorce Mike, ever!"
Yuting Chen said resolutely.
"Also, you don't even know who Mike is, he's not a silly brat, he's my
husband. He is the son of the wealthiest man in the whole nation!"
Li Wang was startled for a second, then laughing at Yuting Chen's words.
"The wealthiest man in the country? Do you really think your mother is
that easy to fool?"
"You really dare to make up stories, if he was the son of the wealthiest
man, I'd still be the Empress Dowager!"
"You're such a disobedient girl, are you really not divorcing him? If you
don't, I can only go to tell your grandfather to make some phone calls,
then I’ll dissolve your marriage in the Civil Affairs Bureau. At that time,
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don't blame me for pushing you, the Wang family will not let Mike go
easily!"
Hearing Li Wang's words, Yuting’s face turned pale and became so angry
that she burst into tears and said aloud.
"Do it! If you really going to do that, I'll elope with Mike and never come
back!"
Li Wang enraged by her words immediately.
"You the unfilial daughter!"
She raised her hand and slapped Yuting, her chest heaving with anger.
Yuting covered her face and ran out of the bedroom in tears, she ran to
living room and wanted to leave with Mike.
"Mike, go!"
Seeing Yuting's crying face, Mike was blank.
Donglai Chen also stood up, he was just chatting with Mike happily, why
should them leave so sudden?
"Yuting, what's going on, did your mom scold you?" Donglai Chen
reassured, "Your mother has a temper like that long ago, don't be mad at
her."
Yuting sobbed.
"Dad, my mom is forcing me to get a divorce, I'm not going to divorce
Mike!"
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After she said that, Mike and Donglai were all stunned.
Yuting didn't want to stay here any longer, so she pulled Mike and left
her home.
......
Back at the hotel, Yuting was still crying, and Mike could only hug her in
his arms and comfort her.
"Don't cry."
"Maybe we got married too fast and your mom couldn’t accept it now,
give her some time. You are her daughter, no matter what, you can't ruin
your relationship."
Yuting kept sobbing.
"But she was way too much, she wanted us to get a divorce, what kind of
a parent is her!"
Mike smiled when he heard that.
"She'll accept me generally, and since we are not going to get a divorce,
she'll have to accept me as her son-in-law."
"Your father has accepted me now, and we have a lot in common. I
believe uncle will speak in favor of me to Aunt Wang."
Although what Li Wang said was a bit hard for Mike to accept as well,
the good thing was that he got along well with Donglai. Moreover, Mike
was relieved that Donglai was a scholar rather than a snobbish man.
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It would be sad if neither his father-in-law nor mother-in-law like him.
"I'm sorry, husband, I made you be wronged."
Yuting looked pitiful and said with her mouth pouted.
Seeing Yuting's adorable face, Mike couldn't help but give her a kiss on
her cheek, comforting her.
"Don't say that, silly girl, I'm not that narrow-minded."
"Well, I'll go shopping with you, you would feel better then. You still have
to go to your grandfather's birthday banquet in two days."
For the next two days, Mike accompanied Yuting to saunter along.
It was the first time that he came back after left Chuzhou City for so long.
He had never met Helen Liu in Chuzhou City, nor did he know how she
was doing now. But this was not someone he should care about, Helen
Liu has probably started a new relationship by now.
That afternoon, Mike accompanied Yuting to a bridal shop.
Seeing all these numerous wedding dresses in the windows, Yuting felt
dazzling and exciting.
It is said that a woman's most beautiful time is the moment her wearing
a wedding dress, no women could resist wedding dresses.
While they were shopping, a surprised voice suddenly came behind
Mike.
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"Mike?"
Mike turned around and looked at the man in front of him, he was
startled as well.
"Joe?"
Yes, the man in front of him was Joe, he hasn’t seen him for a while. A
young lady was standing next to him, holding hands with him.
Mike has put down his feud with Liu family long ago, so he greeted Joe
out of courtesy.
Mike smiled, "Your girlfriend? Are you going to get married?"
Joe nodded his head.
"We are getting married next month, I haven't seen you for a long time, I
heard you're no longer in Chuzhou, so why are you here?"
He was surprised to see Yuting, who suddenly walked over with Mike.
"Yuting? You ......"
He knew Yuting, and he knew that Yuting was Helen Liu's best friend.
Mike smiled and introduced her to Joe.
"We’ve been together, Yuting is my wife now."
Joe was shocked when he heard that, and he said with a half-smile.
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"I didn't expect you to be together, you refused to get back with Helen
was because of her, right?"
"Oh my god, Mike, you're quite charming, you stole her best friend."
This had always been a closure in Yuting's heart, and now that she was
embarrassed to hear Joe say that again.
Mike looked at Joe with a gloomy face.
"It looks like you haven't changed at all after all these years, you still have
a bitchy mouth."
"No bother you and your girlfriend, goodbye."
After saying that, Mike pulled Yuting and left immediately.
When Joe saw this, he was so angry that even his face turned dark, but
he didn't dare to chase after Mike and curse at him.
He knew that Mike was not someone he could mess with, Mike was the
boss of the Fengxing Group.
"Shit! What’s he got to be so puffed up? Weren't him just a loser in our
family before!" He scolded viciously.
The young lady next to him couldn't help but ask.
"Darling, who is he, and why is he being so rude?"
Joe said angrily.
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"His name is Mike, he used to be the live-in son-in-law of our Liu family,
but he was expelled from our family."
"This guy, he even got my grandfather killed!"
The young lady's face changed at his words.
Joe remembered something suddenly, he muttered.
"Yuting seems to be Li Wang's daughter, right, Li Wang has been
conducting business with our Liu family group, I think I have got her
phone number ......"
He took out his phone and browsed through it to found that Li Wang's
phone number in his address list exactly.
"Mike, I won’t stop until I get you killed, if Li Wang knows that you used
to be a live-in son-in-law of the Liu family, let’s see how can you hold up
your head in Yuting's parents ......"
Joe smiled grimly and dialed Li Wang's number.
"Hello, is this Mr. Wang? I'm Joe, do you have time to come out and
meet up, I have something important to tell you ......"

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 223 Joe's
Deviousness
Mike couldn’t expected the fact that he had been a son-in-law of the Liu
family and he had been divorced would be known to Li Wang. Especially
told by Joe.
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That afternoon, Joe asked Li to meet in the cafe.
"Mr. Wang, I'm Joe form the Liu family, we’ve met before when we were
discussing business."
"And your daughter, Yuting, and my cousin, Helen, are also good
friends."
Joe looked at Li who was sitting opposite him and said with a smile.
Hearing this, Li smiled in confusion, "Really? Is there any thing important
for you to discuss with me? Or does is about work?"
Joe cast a meaningful glance at her and said with a grin on his lips, "It's a
personal matter."
Hearing this, Li was even more puzzled, she didn't even know Joe, and
although once they were business partners, but not that familiar. What
kind of personal matter could be discussed between them?
"Please." Li elegantly stirred the coffee in her cup and smiled.
"Mike, my grandfather was killed by you, I will take revenge for him! Let
me give you a little lesson." Joe thought in his heart and smiled at Li.
"I heard that your daughter is dating with Mike, right?"
The smile on Li's face disappeared and she frowned slightly, "Yes, what's
the problem?"
Joe smirked, "A good question, do you know about Mike's past and his
background?"
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Li was stunned, she know nothing about Mike's past and background.
Although Yuting had told her that Mike was the son of the richest man,
she didn't take it to heart at all.
She only thought that Yuting was lying to her. "I really don't know about
that." Li said awkwardly, "It's not good for us to interfere in their
emotional matters. It was also only a few days ago that Yuting brought
Mike back to see us."
"What's going on, is there something wrong with him?" Li was clever and
she knew something from Joe’s expression.
"You know nothing about that, it seems that Mike is deliberately hiding
something from you." Joe said with a sneer, "Mike used to be the live-in
son-in-law of our Liu family, he married my cousin Helen. However, they
divorced about six months ago, and now Mike is with your daughter
again."
"Don't forget, Yuting and Helen are best friends. He stayed with your
daughter after abandoning Helen."
Hearing this, Li was very surprised and furious as if a thunderbolt had
struck on her head.
She didn't even know that Mike had divorced, and Yuting had never told
her about it.
If she had known about this, she would have persuaded Yuting to
divorce.
"What did you say! It is real?"
Li was so confused and angry that she stood up from her chair.
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Seeing Li’s reaction, Joe was very happy, he knew that he had done the
right thing, Mike would have trouble this time.
"Of course it's true, how could I possibly lie to you about such things!"
Joe sighed deceitfully, "Many people know that Mike used to be the sonin-law of our family."
"We treat him nicely, however, he spread rumours of our family and
accused us of mistreating him. My grandpa regard him as his own
grandson, but when he passed away, Mike didn't even mourn him, not to
mention to come to the funeral."
"Ms. Wang, I don’t mean to derogate him, but Helen had already been
toyed with. I don’t want Yuting to suffer the same sorrow for she is still
very young. Mike is a shrewd person!"
"Don’t let him to fool Yuting as well!"
Joe distorted the facts and told Li about the things of Mike in his family
during these two years.
Hearing this, Li felt was very astonished and her entire body slumped on
the chair. She cried with tears streaming on her face.
"Oh! How did this happen!"
"Yuting is so stupid!"
She had even married Mike! It was too late.
But Li was ashamed to tell Joe the fact that Yuting and Mike had already
gotten married, it was a family scandal.
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"Joe, thank you for telling me about these things and letting me know
the real side of Mike."
After calming down, Li repeatedly thanked Joe.
Joe waved his hand, "Ms. Wang, you are so polite, Yuting and Helen are
good friends."
"I can't keep silent, and it is until I see them shopping this morning that I
know they are together."
"Please keep it a secret or Mike would revenge on me."
Li sniffed and busily said, "Don't worry, I will keep it a secret. I’ll definitely
punish this jerk since he dare to trick my daughter."
Li's expression was hideous, she had only one daughter, how dare him to
treat Yuting like that! She wanted to kill him at once.
"Thank you, Joe, I have to go back to deal with family matters, I'll thank
you next time if I have the chance." After saying that, Li left the cafe
hurriedly.
Joe sat there, laughing as loudly as he could, he was very satisfied.
This time, he had taken revenge on Mike. He really didn't know how
Mike would react the anger of Li.
"Mike you deserve it!"
......
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In the afternoon, when Mike and Yuting were still shopping, Yuting
suddenly received a call from Li.
Li calmly said a few words to her. After hanging up the phone, Yuting
was stunned, seeing this, Mike asked, "What's wrong, is that from your
mother?"
Yuting nodded and said thoughtfully, "My mom ask me to go back, she
says she have something important to say, and she asks me to bring you
back."
Hearing this, Mike was delighted, "Really? Aunt Wang must have figured
it out and is ready to accept me, that's why she asks me to go back."
Yuting furrowed her brows slightly and murmured, "I feel a little strange,
her tone seems a little strange too."
Mike laughed, "You're overthinking, Aunt Wang must have accepted me,
or what else would she ask me to go back for? Let's go, I can't wait!"
After saying that, Mike took Yuting’s hands and headed directly to the
home.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 224 You had
Sullied My Daughter
Mike didn’t know what would happen when he returned home.
He thought that Li had accepted him and wanted to invite him to have
dinner with them.
When they arrived, Mike knocked the door positively.
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In a short while, Li came to open the door.
"Aunt Wang!" Mike smiled quickly and greeted her.
However, Li was indifferent, but Mike didn't think much. After all, they
had already accepted him, and it would take a long time for them to
adapt.
But Yuting was sensitive, she knew Li very well and could tell from her
expression correctly. Yuting suddenly had a bad feeling in her heart, she
felt that Li was very angry now, and might be trying to persuade her to
divorce again.
"Come in quickly!" Li said with a gloomy face, she felt a little sick when
she saw Mike’s smile.
What Joe said was unbelievable to her, she might have agreed to their
marriage for Yuting’s stubbornness . But now Mike had done such
despicable things she would never agree even if she died.
"Mom, why do you call us to came back?" After entering the house,
Yuting asked weakly.
Li coldly snorted, "You’ve grown up and dare to leave us, can't I ask you
to come back when there’s nothing wrong?"
Yuting lowered her head without saying a word.
At this time, Mike also noticed the subtle atmosphere in the house,
originally he had discussed with Donglai Chen, but now Donglai was also
sitting on the sofa solemnly and glimpsed at him from time to time.
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"Do you know about Mike's past?" After sitting down, Li cupped her
hands in front of her chest and asked Yuting as if she was interrogating.
Yuting was stunned, not understanding what Li meant, and
subconsciously rebutted, "Yes, I know, what's up?"
"And do you know that he had divorced and was once a live-in son-inlaw?" Li fiercely stood up from the sofa again, unable to restrain her
anger and questioned.
As soon as she thought of this, she could not wait to beat up Mike.
As soon as she said this, both Mike and Yuting were stunned, and Yue's
was even shocked. How did Li know about these? Did she investigate
him?
"Are you crazy Yuting, he's divorced and his ex-wife is your best friend
Helen, don't you know that?"
Li rushed over excitedly and poked Yuting's forehead with her fingers,
looked very angry.
Donglai couldn't help but sighed on the sofa, looking at Yuting with
disappointment.
It was shameful to his family that Yuting was married a divorced man
who had once been a live-in son-in-law. But Donglai didn't seem to have
much to say, and most importantly, he had little right to speak.
His position at home was roughly equivalent to what Ben used to have.
"So what!" Yuting's eyes were filled with tears, and her heart fell up and
down with excitement.
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She cried out, "I know that Mike was once married and worked as a livein son-in-law for Liu family."
"People that have divorced are all over the world, should they be
discriminated against merely for this? I love him and I don't care about
that!"
Hearing Yuting's words, Li was so angry that her lungs were about to
explode and she raised her hand to slap Yuting.
"Aunt Wang!" Mike called out after seeing this.
In the end, she didn’t slap Yuting, she was afraid that it would drive
Yuting away.
"Shut up, there’s no right for to speak here, who are you!" She unleashed
her anger on Mike and looked at him with hatred.
"My daughter is still a virgin, she grow up with us and never has love
affairs."
"You are such a jerk, how could you do that!" At this point even Donglai
couldn't help but accuse him, "How can you still be with Yuting since you
had divorced!"
"I regard you as an intellectual young man, but you're so shameless!"
In face of their insults and reproach, Mike actually couldn’t say a word to
refute.
What they said were true and he had nothing to say.
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"I'm sorry ......" He could only hang his head and apologize to Yuting's
parents.
"What's the use of apologize, you've already destroyed my daughter, I'm
going to call the police to arrest you!"
Li was worthy of being a strong woman, and she was also very decisive
and immediately took out her phone to call the police.
"Mom, what are you doing!" Yuting shouted harshly. Tears scattered on
her face, she didn’t understand why it was so hard for their marriage.
They had gone through so much before getting married, and now that
they were married, they still had to face these objections.
"I've said it before, I know Mike was married. I am the one who took the
initiative to seduce him when he had divorced, I am the one who wanted
to be with him." Yuting was even more excited, and her voice trembled
as she said, "Why do you force me to say this, why do you force me to
reveal my own scars."
"I am the one who seduced him, are you satisfied with it!"
Hearing this, Li and Donglai both trembled and looked at Yuting
incredulously, "You are such a stinky girl, you’ve totally forget my
instruction!" Li was trembling with anger, pointing at Yuting and scolding
her, "You so shameless!"
Yuting's heart stung at their words and laughed out loudly, "Yes, I am a
shameless girl!"
"Do you want to hear more, I not only seduces him, I even ......."
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Before she could finish her sentence, Mike’s expression had changed and
shouted, "Yuting, stop please!"
Mike knew what Yuting was going to say next, and it was definitely about
the baby. If Yuting said that she had a miscarriage, he had no doubt that
Li would enter the kitchen and kill him with a knife at once. By then, the
relationship between the two families might not be able to repair at all.
Mike rushed over in a hurry and pulled Yuting behind him, he looked at
Li and Donglai and emotions flooded in his minds, "Aunt Wang, Uncle, I
admit that I've been divorced and have been a live-in son-in-law. But
Yuting knows about that, I haven't lied to her, and I don't mean to
deceive you, I just feel that it is inappropriate to say it now, so I don’t say
it."
"I don't know where you heard it, and I'm sure that person must has said
a lot of bad things about me. But I can assure you that I act righteously
so you don't need to question my personality."
"Since I was a child, I have been filial to my parents, kind to others and
sincere to my friends. In the future, I will definitely treat you as my own
parents, and I hope you don’t quarrel anymore. Yuting and I had
experienced a hard time, and we wish to have your blessings!"
Mike's words were filled with sincerity.
Hearing this Donglai was dumbfounded, but Li didn't accept it, she
looked at Mike and sneered, "Blessing? And you even want our
blessing?"

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 225 The
Threat of Life
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"I will never bless you, Yuting is naive and has been deceived by a jerk
like you."
"I am her mother, I will never allow her to marry a man who had been
divorced and swept away. You will never be allowed to stay with my
daughter!"
Although Mike sincerely said a lot of things, Li still didn’t listen to him,
and instead speaking more viciously, "You must divorce, there is no
room for discussion!"
In face of Li's forcefulness and insolence, Mike frowned deeply.
Only he knew what kind of humiliation he had suffered in Liu family and
how he had helped them. He had forced to leave and had never done
anything wrong in Liu family.
He didn't understand why the Liu family treated him like that. It must
have been that someone from Liu family had said something before Li.
That was why Li would know, and it was definitely told by someone from
their family.
Mike suddenly remembered that he had met Joe at the bridal shop, he
hadn't had contact with Liu family for a long time and only Joe knew that
he was with Yuting.
It was definitely told by Joe!
"Joe, you such a jerk ......"
Mike was gloomy and cursed Joe's family member.
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"I said, I won't get divorced!" Yuting was crying so loud that she couldn’t
breath smoothly, protesting to Li’s words.
"Yuting, if you don't get divorced, you will not be my daughter anymore,
and from now on, you are not our family member!" After hearing
Yuting’s words, Li would not concede and would try all means to force
her to divorce.
At this time, Yuting suddenly came over and picked up a fruit knife on
the coffee table and put it on her neck, looking at Li with a trembling
body.
Her sudden action scared all of them, especially Mike who was so
frightened thus standing there like a statue.
"Li, you are my mother! Do you really want me to commit suicide!"
Yuting put the knife around her neck and looked at Li in despair,
growling hoarsely.
"Silly girl, what are you doing!" As tough as Li was, she was now scared
by Yuting's actions.
"Tingting, don't do anything foolish, put the knife down!" Donglai was
also trembling with fear.
"Yuting, don't be silly! Put the knife down now!" Mike's voice trembled as
he cried out.
Yuting who was crying so hard that she couldn't breathe smoothly, she
looked at Mike and said in sorrow, "Mike, I love you, why is it so hard for
us to be together!"
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"I will never love another man in my life, and if I can't be with you, I'd
rather die! If they want to force me, I’ll just kill myself!"
"No way!" Mike was so frightened and his face turned pale, he
immediately advised, "Yuting, calm down, don't do anything foolish, how
can i live without you?"
Donglai was also frightened and said, "We don’t force you anymore!
They’ve already get married, don’t force them Lili, we have just one
daughter!"
Li was crying too, her said in a trembled voice, "I'm your mother, I
endured a ten-months pregnancy, how can you threaten me with your
life!"
Yuting cried, "You're not my mother, if you were my mother, why would
you force me like that. You want me to divorce and regard me as the
instrument of family business. I am human not an instrument."
Saying that, Yuting raised the knife to wipe her neck, her action had
plunged them into great fear.
"I won’t force you to divorce!"
"Please, do not anything wrong! I will not force you any more!"
Li was so anxious that she all jumped up, the scene was out of control.
"Yuting, put the knife down, Aunt Wang won't force you! We don’t need
to divorce!" Mike said in a hurry, he was so frightened that his soul was
on the verge of breaking, and his voice was a bit incoherent.
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Finally, Yuting slowly lowered her right hand, her entire body was
swaying as if she would fall down at any moment.
"Really?" She asked with a pale face.
"It's true!" Li said sorrowfully, "I won't force you to divorce anymore,
please don’t anything stupid, I'll promise you!"
Hearing this, Yuting was finally relieved as if she had heard an amnesty.
The knife fell to the ground with a 'clang' sound and she fell straightly on
the ground.
......
When she woke up again, her mind was blank, and she saw Mike
guarding her bedside.
"Am I in the hospital?" Yuting asked somewhat confusedly.
"Silly girl, you're in your own bedroom!" Seeing that Yuting had woken
up, Mike said excitedly, "You have fainted since you are too emotional,
but luckily nothing serious happens, so we don't take you to the hospital.
You are just sleeping for more than two hours."
Yuting sniffed, only then did she slowly wake up and realized that she
was really inside her bedroom.
"Honey, you are so scary, how can you threaten your mother with your
life. You almost scares me to death you know, what would I do if you
died?"
Even though Yuting looked very weak right now, Mike couldn't help but
blame her.
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He was really scared by Yuting, Mike really didn't dare to think about
that consequence in case Yuting really hurt herself accidentally.
"I’m sorry, it's the only way I can be with you." Yuting weakly leaned into
Mike's arms and said in a pitiful manner.
Mike said in a heartbroken manner, "I know, you’ve been fagging away.
But you can’t do this kind of thing again, it's really too dangerous!"
Yuting nodded and didn't say anything.
"Your parents have agreed our marriage, they are in the living room, let's
go out." Saying that, Mike helped Yuting out of bed and went into the
living room.
Seeing that Yuting had woken up, Donglai and Li were finally relieved.
At this time, Li was no longer as tough as she was earlier. She was more
like a mother who was hurt by her daughter, sitting there wiping her
tears with Donglai comforted her on the side.
"Come to sit down." Seeing Mike and Yuting standing there, Donglai
sighed and said.
They came over and sat down, Yuting knew that she had acted a bit
aggressively, she had even called her mother’s full name for the first
time. Thinking of this, she embarrassedly dropped her head, not daring
to look at Donglai and Li.
"We have already discussed this, we are not against your marriage."
Donglai looked at Yuting and Mike and said, "It's really not a good idea
to force you to divorce since you've already get married."
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"Tingting, this is your own choice, don't regret it in the future. As your
parents, your mother and I also hope that you will be happy, so we won’t
talk about this any more."
"I will be happy, I'm sorry ......" Yuting hung her head and whispered.
"Don't worry, Uncle, Aunt Wang, I will treat Yuting well! I won’t let you
feel disappointed."
Mike was busy assuring the two elders.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 226 Setting
Out to Wang Family
After talking with Donglai in the living room for a while, Mike knew that
Donglai was kind to talk with.
But Li disliked him very much and regarded him as an enemy. She didn’t
want to talk to him but at the same time afraid of Yuting’s sudden
behavior, so she asked Donglai to took her part.
Mike could not stay for dinner since today’s accidents, and then he left
with Yuting.
Before leaving, Li who had kept in silent, suddenly stopped them and
said with no expression, "Don't forget to go back to Wang family
tomorrow for your grandfather’s birthday party, and I'll tell him about
your marriage."
"In addition, keep Mike’s past a secret, your father and I are shameless
for that."
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As Mike stood silently, Yuting nodded her head and said in a low voice,
"Fine, I know."
After saying that, they left the house.
After going downstairs, Mike sighed heavily, it looked like he would have
to suffer again. But fortunately, compared with the entire Liu family, Li
was much better.
Hearing Mike's sigh, Yuting said in a very self-conscious manner, "I'm
sorry, Mike, you are treated badly. You've done so much for me, I'm so
incompetent for not even being able to help you to explain."
Hearing this, Mike hugged Yuting and said, "Don't say that, you've
already explained enough for me. We will definitely experience some
difficulties. Compared to what I used to suffer, it is nothing. But you can’t
be so impulsive in the future, how can you bet your own life."
Yuting smiled, suddenly puffed up her cheeks and spat out her tongue,
and then said, "How could my mother approve our marriage if I don’t do
that. You are so silly to believe that."
Seeing Yuting's eccentric appearance, Mike was stunned and suddenly
woke up, "Oh, are you acting?"
"Of course I am!" Yuting bobbed her head and said mischievously, "How
can I be with you if I died. I've lived with my mother for so many years, I
know her temper best. She won’t agree our marriage without my
performance."
"My performance is realistic right, I've seen you cry!"
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Hearing this, Mike was furious and slapped Yuting's buttocks and
scolded, "And you're proud of yourself, you really scares me!"
"You are so bad, Why don’t you tell me when we are at home. I’ll give
you a lesson!"
Saying that, he caught up with Yuting and slapped her on the buttocks
again.
Yuting fled, turned around and made a face and said, "I'm not that
stupid, you can be with other women when I died."
"You are dreaming!"
Mike was furious and chased after her, but with his leg injured, he
couldn't catch up and could only growl, "Yuting, stop right now!"
......
The next day suddenly came.
It was only two day left before Master Wang’s birthday. According to the
custom there, all the relatives had to go there two days earlier.
Mike borrowed a runabout form Fengxing. Fei drove to Jiangzhou City
himself.
Jiangzhou and Chuzhou City are not far from each other, and it took only
an hour or so to drive on the highway.
In the car, Mike and Yuting are bored and played again. But they were
not fighting, they were flirting.
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Fei who was in the driver's seat couldn't stand it any longer and
complained, "Damn, can you guys just stop? Don’t flirting in front if me."
Mike laughed and scolded, "What's wrong, you envy me. You can find a
girlfriend if you want and deliver a baby."
"The Wang family is a huge family, there may be some pretty girls, you
can go and pick one."
Yuting on the side also said with a smile, "I have many beautiful cousins."
Fei, however, waved his hand and said, "I don’t need, I want to marry a
rich lady in Kyoto, only this kind of women are worthy of my status."
"I am very popular abroad. Unfortunately, I can’t go abroad and bring my
girlfriends back, or otherwise how would I watch you flirting in front of
me."
Hearing this, Mike laughed loudly and said, "Girlfriends? Why don't you
take them to Liangshan?"
"If you find a wife in Wang family, we’d probably be relatives."
Fei and Mike had been bickered with each other since they were kids,
and Fei never won. Mike loved to make jokes about him.
"I'm not going to talk to you, I don’t want to be your relative, shame on
you!" Fei said in a bad mood.
Mike smiled, "Don't be disgruntled, your grandfather is my teacher, and
your father and I are equal in status. So I'm actually your uncle."
"Nephew, don’t forget to call me."
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Hearing their conversation, Yuting also giggled.
Fei scolded, "Fuck, I can’t bear you any longer, I’ll drive into the river if
you say one more word."
Time passes as they were bickering. After Fei stopped talking, Mike
continued to flirt with Yuting.
While they were playing, a laughter of men and women came out from a
Maybach with military plates.
"Oh my god, you guys are so brave, how dare you make love on the
highway!"
Since Mike and the others were driving a convertible sports car, everyone
outside could clearly see it.
Hearing those people's scurrility, Yuting frowned and got a little angry.
"Damn, what the hell, I'll speed up and strike them!" Fei also frowned.
Mike saw the Maybach’s military plates and said faintly, "Don’t do that,
we're going to the birthday banquet of Master Wang, we'd better not
cause any trouble."
He didn't bother to pay attention to these rich kids, they must be very
powerful since they drive the latest Maybach with military plates. He
knew them very well, the more angry you are, the happier they are.
The young men and women on the Maybach burst into laughter when
they saw Mike's runabout rumble away.
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But while laughing, a woman with delicate makeup and sexy contour
suddenly frowned.
"The woman in the car looks familiar, she looks like the daughter of
Auntie Li."
As soon as she said this, people in the car looked at each other in
puzzlement.
"Who is Yuting?"

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 227 Lin
Family in Jiangnan Region
There were five people sitting on the Maybach, two men and three
women.
The one driving the car was a brawny man who worn a thin black leotard
with camouflage military pants despite the cold weather.
The co-driver, on the other hand, sat a handsome and imposing young
man.
Among the three girls in the back seat, the woman who spoke just now
was the prettiest. With slender chin and rosebud mouth, she looked
elegant even without a makeup.
The two girls beside her, although not as pretty as that woman, were
cute girls. They looked very rich by their wears. They both looked at the
cool woman in suspicion.
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"Sister Qin, are you talking about the Wang family in Jiangzhou City City,
and she was Li’s daughter Yuting?"
The handsome man sitting in the passenger seat suddenly thought of
something and turned his head sharply, his expression changed
dramatically as he asked, "She is Yuting from the Wang family in
Jiangzhou City?"
The two girls beside her hadn't realized yet, and were chattering and
asking questions. They were more familiar about Chuzhou City, just went
to Jiangzhou City to have fun. They did not knew the things in Jiangzhou
City.
The cool woman frowned and said with a hint of hesitation, "I don't know
if I've misidentified, I didn't see clearly just now. I heard that Wang family
is going to marry the Lin family, and it is the marriage between Yuting
and Zixiong Lin."
"Master Lin is a good friend of mine, if that woman is really Yuting, then
this is going to be a big deal."
Although Wang family was a large family in the region of Jiangnan, it
couldn’t compare with Lin family. The two families were connected by
marriage, and Yuting was hobnobbing with other man in the car. Lin
family would feel shameless and gave them a lesson.
"I guess that Sister Qin should have seen them clearly, it won’t be a
coincidence for us to see a woman who is similar to Yuting in both
appearance and figure. It must be Yuting!"
The handsome man on the co-pilot snapped his head and said, "We
would have been cheated If it isn't for Sister Qin's observation. How can
she do this to Master Lin?"
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The two pretty girls had gotten winded and couldn't help but ask again,
"What are you talking about? What marriage? Who is Yuting?"
Hearing this, the handsome man couldn't help but cast a glance at them.
They were from Chuzhou City. He and the cool woman were from the
upper-class in the capital provinces of Jiangnan region. Usually, he would
not play with these simple-minded Miss who were form a small city.
If it wasn't for the fact that they were friends of cool woman, he would
not brought them out.
Thinking about this, he still patiently explained, "You should have heard
that recently, Master Lin is going to get married. Wang family's
grandfather and Lin family’s grandfather used to be old colleagues.
Master Lin can’t refuse for this relationship.
The handsome man said and sneered, "But who would have thought that
the one engaged to be married would be a shameless woman."
Hearing this, the two girls were shocked with hands covering on their
mouth, "Master Hui, so Yuting is Master Lin's fiancée."
The handsome man shook his head and said in gloom, "Not exactly, the
two families are just going to discuss about this, they haven't met yet,
nor have they set a date for marriage. But since both Elders have spoken,
it's almost settled."
This time, both girls didn't dare to discuss casually. Before they didn't
understand what had happened, they were just watching avidly, but after
realizing the truth, they were very scared.
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Zixiong Lin's fiancée was actually found on hobnobbing with another
man on the highway. It was very serious, once be revealed, both Wang
and Lin family would feel shameless.
You know, Lin family is more powerful than any other families in
Jiangnan region, they had been thrived for many years and no one dare
to provoke them.
Zihao Lin, however, was even the leading figure within the younger
generation.
The Wang family in Jiangzhou City was also a mega-rich and century-old
family in Jiangnan Province. This kind of scandal involving two big
families was even more frightening.
"Fortunately, Yuting and Master Lin haven't engaged yet, so let's
suppress this matter as much as we can." The cool woman frowned
slightly and opened her mouth to advise.
Hearing ths, the handsome man sighed somewhat cryptically, "But two
days later, it will be Master Wang's birthday, and the Lin family is
planning to propose marriage personally at the birthday banquet."
This time, even the cool woman sighed and didn't speak a word.
"No, I must inform Master Lin now, I can't let him be cuckolded." The
handsome man looked as if he couldn't stand it any longer and took out
his cell phone, saying very hatefully.
"Both of them should not be relived!"
After saying that, the handsome man looked at the strong man in the
driver's seat, "Brother Hao, you can't just stand aside in this matter."
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Hearing this,the brawny man said coldly, "I can't ignore since it's Lin's
business. What I hate most is disloyal women."
Hearing the strong man's words, the cool woman's expression changed.
Brother Hao had the most formidable background and he was good at
fighting.
He named Weihao Zhou, and was an ace soldier of a honorable troop. It
was heard that he could bend the steel pipe with one punch, and if he
did it, he can easily maim and kill people. It was unimaginable to think
about the consequence for he even had a aide who was the elite in
Jiangnan region.
Yuting might be fine with the protection of Wang family, but that young
man sitting inside the runabout would definitely suffer.
"I think it's better to figure things out first, Wang family had a good
upbringing, perhaps that man in the car could be a relative of Yuting, a
cousin or someone like that." The cool woman slowly said.
Hearing this, Shaohui frowned and said, "Sister Qin, don't speak for that
woman, look at her flushed face. I bet she was hooking up with her
leman."
"This woman is ungrateful, Master Lin would definitely refuse if it wasn't
for Master Wang. Master Lin is so excellent that many women in
Jiangnan Province want to be with him."
The more he spoke, the more indignant he became. He wanted to chase
up and beat them now.
At this time, the cool woman didn’t say anything.
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She and Yuting were not familiar after all, they only met a few times.
Moreover, it was Yuting's fault, she didn't dare to involve in since it had
something to do with Lin family.
It was the Lin Family from Jiangnan region. It was the most powerful
family among all of them.
While Shaohui was calling Zixiong, Mike had already arrived at Jiangzhou
City.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 228 The
Generous Wang Family
The Wang family had been in Jiangzhou City for two or three hundred
years, and was a large, prosperous family, with the entire family involving
in the garment and financial industries. The residence was located in a
huge manor at the edge of Jiangzhou City, on the shores of the Great
Lake.
This manor covered dozens of mu of land, and even the surrounding
greenery had been bought by the Wang family. The entire manor was
built in an elegant and majestic manner, not inferior in any way to the
large manors in Capital City and the Jinling City side.
"Wow, Yuting, such a generous manor."
After entering the manor, Mike Yue couldn't help but exclaim.
Chen Yuting smiled bitterly and sighed.
"The generous one is the Wang family, not mine. Our family can't even
afford to live in a villa."
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Her words were filled with bitterness and helplessness. Seemingly, the
family hadn't been treated justly and respected by others in the Wang
family.
Currently because Master Wang’s birthday banquet was approaching,
the descendants of Wang family who had come back from all over the
world to celebrate the birthday. And those guests had already filled up
the rooms in the manor.
After asking if there was available room, Yuting looked somewhat
awkward at Mike.
"Honey, we may not have a place to stay ......"
Mike smiled and hugged Yuting indifferently.
"Then let's stay in a hotel, and we don't have to stay in the Wang family."
Yuting was still a little apologetic.
After all, it was Mike's first time to come to their home. She was scolded
by Li Wang at home not to mention. With the identity of the future sonin-law, he accompanied her to the Wang family but still had to stay
outside.
When Yuting was trying to leave the manor with Mike and Fei Qi to find
a hotel, a cynical voice suddenly came behind her.
"Wow, isn't this Yuting? Long time no see. Why do you have to leave
when you've just arrived?"
The tone of the visitor clearly carried a sense of provocation. Mike
frowned slightly and swept his gaze towards the visitor. A man and
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woman were approaching. The woman was around thirty years old,
wearing gold and silver ornaments, with a gorgeous temperament and a
sneer on her face.
The man, on the other hand, was much younger, at around eighteen or
nineteen years old. He smiled at Mike in a friendly manner.
"Yuting, long time no see. Who are they?"
His gaze towards Mike and Fei Qi filled with confusion.
Yuting glanced at the woman and introduced Mike to him.
"This is my cousin Nan Wang, and Chen Wang from my fourth uncle."
After saying these, Yuting took Mike’s arm and said.
"This is my husband, Mike, and that's Fei Qi."
As soon as she said that, Nan Wang and Chen Wang were both stunned.
Especially Nan Wang, seeing that Yuting intimately holding Mike’s arm,
was on the verge of staring her eyes out.
For this cousin who had suddenly returned to the Wang family, Nan
Wang had never been fond of her. Originally, Li Wang insisted on
marrying a poor boy, Donglai Chen when she was young, which already
brought shame to the Wang family. And then she suddenly brought
Yuting back to acknowledge her ancestors years after she left home.
She didn't show Yuting friendliness when she returned to the Wang
family, and had several conflicts afterwards. Yuting was younger and
prettier than she was. And she was lofty, so she barely paid attention to
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anyone except for a little girl in the family. Moreover, there were many
people going after Yuting in the first two years. It was also because of
this that Master Wang wanted to marry Yuting to the Lin family.
It was the Lin family! If she, Nan Wang, were a few years younger, she
would have wanted to marry into the Lin family.
But she didn't expect that Yuting would bring back a husband this time,
which was simply big news.
Nan Wang asked in astonishment.
"Yuting, you even have a husband? Do you know that grandfather has
arranged a marriage for you, you ......"
"I know!" Yuting gently responded, "Apart from celebrating the birthday
for grandfather this time, I came back to bring Mike, and by the way,
explain to grandfather about my marriage with Junior Mr. Lin."
Nan Wang was astonished at the news: "But that's what grandfather had
discussed with the Lin family. Lin family! You ......"
"Alright, Nan Wang. I'll take Mike and Fei Qi to find a hotel first. You
guys can contact me if you need anything." Without waiting for her to
finish her words, Yuting dragged Mike away.
Nan Wang froze with astonishment on her face, while Chen Wang was
also shocked.
"Nan Wang, what are you talking about? What marriage?"
Nan Wang did not respond to him, clasping her hands in front of her
chest and suddenly sneered.
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"Yuting, you've never respected brothers and sisters. You're usually so
proud. But this time, you screw it up! How dare you to bring back a man.
Let’s see how you'll explain to grandfather.''
She thought as she shook her head.
......
The news that the Wang family from Jiangnan City was going to marry
the richest Lin family had already spread in the Wang family and many
people knew about it. Just now when Yuting and Mike were strolling
around inside the manor hand in hand, many people had noticed it.
This heroine in the marriage actually dared to hold hands with a strange
man in the Wang manor in the rumor, and behaved so intimately, which
was simply a joke for others.
Someone knew that something big was about to happen to the Wang
family.
What's more, some of them directly turned around and left, running fast
to report to the directors of their families.
At this time, in the lobby of the Wang manor.
Master Wang was sitting on the head seat, drinking tea with a few
important guests.
Although Kun Wang was already an old man who was about to celebrate
his eightieth birthday. He was in high spirit and looked as young as sixty
years old. As the owner of the Wang family, he must have kept himself
well enough in his daily life that even the family doctor had directly
opened a hospital nearby.
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And for the entire Wang family, it was only thanks to this old man, who
had been in the business world for a long time, that they had survived
numerous crises and kept firm in Jiangnan City.
The Wang family had many guests over the past two days, but the ones
responsible for receiving them were only those high-level manager or
children of the Wang family. And those who could be personally received
by Kun Wang were definitely powers with distinguished status and fame
in Jiangnan City.
"Mr. Lin, How are you? Although I am not as old as you are, this body
can't even catch up with yours."
Kun Wang said with a cup of tea, smelling the fragrance of the tea and
smiling.
"No. In all those years, you and I were together to fight and to carry
forward the Wang family and Lin family. We're all busy. It's just now that
we can enjoy the idle life, so we have a chance to meet with you fellows,
and to celebrate your birthday."
The old man in the suit sitting on the other first seat exclaimed.
This old man was the master of Lin family, and Zixiong Lin's grandfather.
However, he had retired at home and enjoyed his life, unlike Kun Wang,
who was still worrying about the Wang family's affairs at the age of
eighty.
Now that Kun Wang and Mr. Lin were catching up on old times, and
even those big powers didn't dare to disturb them.
"Kun Wang, this young lady behind you should be one of the two pearls
in your Wang family."
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Mr. Lin swept his gaze towards the young woman standing behind Kun
Wang, who wore a long and blue dress and behaved demurely.
This woman was about in her twenties, with a gorgeous appearance and
a complexion as delicate as that of a baby. With a gentle smile, she was
as gentle and lovely as a Jiangnan beauty coming out of a painting.
"I am Xiaoyue Wang. Nice to meet you Mr. Wang."
The woman smiled sweetly and curtsied to Mr. Lin.
"Good. You are such a good child taught by my old brother. If I hadn't
already promised your grandpa this time, I had to fight for my grandson
with those mega-rich people in China." Mr. Lin laughed loudly.
A young man in his twenties who was standing behind him also smiled
faintly, looking at the woman with admiration in his eyes.
She was such a stunning beauty, who also came from the Wang family
and had been cultivated by the family since childhood. Her every move
carried an elegant and dignified demeanor, so she simply like a fairy in a
painting.
Mr. Lin and this young man understood that Xiaoyue was the real pearl
of Wang family. However, Kun Wang had said that only the one from the
richest family from Capital City and the best of the best can marry his
granddaughter.
Compared to those big families in Capital City, the Lin family was after all
inferior.
After understanding this, Mr. Lin also no longer said more, but smiled
and asked.
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"Kun Wang, I've brought my grandson Zixiong here, so I wonder when I
can meet your granddaughter Yuting?"

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 229 You
Have Shamed the Wang Family
In response to Mr. Lin's question, Kun Wang called in Yuting's parents, Li
Wang and Donglai, and asked.
"Lili, has Yuting arrived yet?"
Li Wang and her husband were embarrassed and trembled. They arrived
at the Wang family before Mike and his wife. However, Mr. Lin had
already arrived before they had a chance to tell Kun Wang that Yuting
had already married.
In this situation, Li Wang was concerned, not knowing how to explain.
"Dad, Uncle Lin, Yuting didn’t travel with us. She might not arrive until
tonight, so I'll introduce my girl to you tomorrow."
Li Wang could only say it perfunctorily. She didn't dare to say in front of
Mr. Lin that Yuting had already married now.
Kun Wang sighed slightly at the news, but didn't say much.
He couldn't say that he liked Yuting, his granddaughter, after all, she had
grown up before returning to the Wang family to recognize her
ancestors. Therefore, he shared no affection to her.
But this girl Yuting had outstanding looks, and under Donglai's influence,
she was reasonable and sensible, and her temperament did not disgrace
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the Wang family. That was why he had Yuting married Zixiong of the Lin
family.
There were two beauties in the entire Wang family, one was Xiaoyue and
the other was Yuting.
Xiaoyue was the pearl of the family, so he could not possibly marry her
to the Lin family. Being far-sighted, the Wang family naturally wanted to
marry her into a famous and generous family in Capital City.
"In that case, let's meet tomorrow." Mr. Lin also nodded and stopped
speaking.
Li Wang and Donglai had thought that things would just pass for now,
but then suddenly a woman came from outside the lobby and sneered.
"Why did aunt lie to the elder? I just saw Yuting in the front yard."
As soon as she said that, Li Wang and her husband froze.
One of the elders sitting at the lower seat frowned and said in a deep
voice.
"Nan Wang, there are important guests here. Don't talk nonsense!"
"I'm not talking nonsense, uncle. I really saw Yuting just now, and she
even greeted at me." Nan Wang walked in and said with conviction, "And
she also brought a man to our Wang family, and called him husband.
Yuting casually brought a man back and called him husband. Is that such
a shame?"
As soon as Nan Wang said this, the entire audience was shocked and
everyone changed their faces.
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"What!" The old man just now stood up and hurriedly looked at the two
big elders in the upper seat.
Kun Wang and Mr. Lin, frowned at the same time, but they were, after all,
people who had experienced great crisis. Such small crisis was not
enough to make the two of them get up.
It was just the Zixiong who stood behind the Mr. Lin showed a gloomy
face.
Yuting was having an affair with another man in the Wang family. If this
news spread, wouldn't he be sneered in front of the entire Jiangnan
Province's high-ranking officials and noble man?
"Nan Wang, are you telling the truth?" Kun Wang slowly opened his
mouth to ask.
"Grandpa, of course it's true. How dare I lie to you and Mr. Lin? If you
don't believe me, you can call Chen Wang over to ask. We saw it with our
own eyes."
Nan Wang stretched her neck and said excitedly with the pain in her
heart growing stronger and stronger.
She was considered the eldest sister of the younger generation of the
Wang family, and all the younger members of the family had to listen to
her. But it was just that this Yuting, a freak, always acted autonomously
and didn’t listen to her at all.
Even if it was usually on holiday, she couldn't even call her back
personally, which made Nan Wang feel very unhappy.
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"Did this Yuting really bring a man back? Doesn't she know that she is
going to be married? Why is she so playful?"
At this time, everyone in the lobby could not help but look at Donglai
and Li Wang.
It was either dissatisfied, or worried, or gloating, especially from Kun
Wang. Although he showed no expression, but we all knew that he must
be angry.
If there was no reasonable explanation. It is afraid that Li Wang's family
would be in great trouble.
"Li Wang, Yuting has a boyfriend. Haven’t you known that?"
Kun Wang looked solemnly at Li Wang and Donglai, and although he
said that in calm, but his voice was full of authority.
"Dad, we ...... do know about this matter ......"
At this time, Li Wang didn't dare to hide it anymore and could only tell
the truth.
As soon as she said that, the crowd in the lobby was once again shocked,
and all of them frowned and shook their heads continuously. The parents
were as ignorant as the daughter.
Li Wang lowered her head and told Kun Wang and the others roughly
about the story of Mike and Yuting. Naturally, she even told them about
the two of them had got married.
The atmosphere in the lobby was strange.
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Who would have thought that the heroine, who was all set to marry, had
already got married with another man. For a moment, not to mention
the Lin family, the Wang family was filled with anger and sigh.
"Nonsense. Nonsense! Li Wang. We've already informed you about this
marriage. Why didn't you tell this to Yuting earlier? How could Mr. Lin
and Junior Mr. Lin respond now?"
An old uncle stood up fiercely and kept tapping his cane, almost poking
it directly at the head of Li Wang and Donglai.
The two were frightened, knowing that they had caused a great deal of
troubles, and didn't know what to say to allay the anger of the elders
from Wang family.
"Donglai, being a university teacher, how did you teach your daughter!"
Another old granduncle said it with unfriendliness.
Even Li Wang was inferior in the Wang family, and Donglai naturally had
even less inferior. He was an ordinary person who could only allow
himself to be blamed by the elders.
"I'm sorry. It's indeed my fault for not keeping her in discipline. I am the
one to be blamed. And I'm here to apologize to Mr. Lin and Junior Mr.
Lin."
Donglai looked embarrassed and bent over to apologize to Mr. Lin and
Zixiong.
"It's fine, young people have their own ideas now. It's now about
freedom of love and marriage. I am still very open-minded."
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After all, Mr. Lin was a big figure in the same generation of Kun Wang.
He was an old senior that many entrepreneurs in Jiangnan City had to
treat with respect. Although he was dissatisfied, he couldn't show his
temper in public.
He could only smile and then ask Chen Dong to come up.
"Mr. Lin, Dad, Yuting has always been independent. We didn't expect her
to get married on her own. By the time we understood, it was already
too late." Li Wang also said evenly, fearing that he would scold them.
Kun Wang helplessly shook his head and could only look apologetically
at Mr. Lin.
"Brother Lin, I'm so sorry for making such a mess. This is all my fault."
Mr. Lin waved his hand and smiled.
"Alas. No need, We are intimate friends."
"Young people nowadays don't care about their parents' orders and
matchmakers anymore. We have to be more open-minded too. Even
Zixiong had several girlfriends before, so it's normal."
"I am also happy that Yuting was able to find her someone she likes."
He said, looking to Zixiong behind him and smiled.
"Zixiong, it seems that you and Yuting are not destined for each other.
But it is okay. We will always be friends, and you have to bless people,
you know?"
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Kun Wang froze. He had actually sensed the dissatisfaction from Mr. Lin.
But it was also all because of Wang family, so he could only sigh,
despising that Li Wang family for making him shamed.

My 18-Year-Old Wife - Chapter 230 Li Wang
and her husband kneeled down
"Yes, grandpa."
Hearing the words, Zixiong also smiled faintly and said.
"Actually, I haven't even met Yuting yet, but I've only seen her picture.
Uncle Wang, please not blame Yuting. It's not easy for people to meet
someone they like in the life."
Zixiong displayed the open-mindedness and style of the son of a big
family to perfection.
The people present were all praising.
"Good boy!" Kun Wang said apologetically, "Zixiong, you are truly the
pride of the Lin family. I owe you this time."
Zixiong smiled in response, but he was angry in his heart.
The fact that Yuting was flirting with other men in the Wang manor
already made him upset. He didn't expect that this Yuting had already
gotten a marriage certificate with another man. If this news spread out,
he, Zixiong, would lose face and would be laughed by others.
Although he had never met Yuting and he might not like that girl, but
now it was a matter of the Lin family's dignity.
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"Filthy couples, how dare you disgrace me, Zixiong? You must be tired of
living!" Zixiong's eyes narrowed, revealing a trace of killing.
After such a farce, Mr. Lin did not want to stay here for long, so he got
up and leave.
"Brother Wang, I haven't been to this Jiangzhou City for a long time, so
I'll ask Zixiong to go out with me for a walk."
"We'll just have to leave."
Anyone with a discerning eye knew that this Mr. Lin was angry, and Kun
Wang looked embarrassed. He got up to see him off.
"Zixiong, then accompany your grandfather to enjoy around."
After sending off Mr. Lin and Zixiong, Kun Wang could no longer hide his
anger and walked back to the lobby, slamming the table and pointing at
Li Wang and Donglai.
"Kneel down, both of you!"
As if a thunderbolt had struck, Kun Wang was truly angry this time, and
the several old uncles present were all shook.
This lord of their family, had hard tactics. In the Wang family, no one
dared to provoke his majesty.
Li Wang and his wife were trembling in fear, lowering their heads and
kneeling in the middle of the lobby right in front of everyone.
Nan Wang was watching from the side, being tremendously happy.
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"Yuting, you're such a good girl. You make your parents so ashamed."
"When you and your husband come back, let's see how grandpa will deal
with you!"
Nan Wang could already imagine how Yuting was being chastised by
grandpa. How she was being blamed by the Wang family by numerous
people. She felt joyed when thinking about it.
"Wang family and the Lin family are intimates. We've been close friends
for many years. How can I face them now? Are you guys ashamed of
yourselves? You bastards!"
Kun Wang did not hide his anger and poured it out on Li Wang and her
husband.
Li Wang knelt there, hiding her face and weeping, cursing Mike in her
heart for countless times. If it wasn't for Mike who abducted her
daughter, how could she and Donglai suffer such humiliation today?
"You guys kneel down here and reflect. Wang family's face has been
disgraced because of you!"
Kun Wang said in anger, not caring that there were still guests here, and
directly went away.
Those old uncles, seeing the situation, also sighed and glanced at Li
Wang and his wife in disappointment, and also left the lobby.
Those guests, having watched the joke, also left the scene.
In the lobby, only Li Wang and her husband were left kneeling there in
desolation.
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......
On the other side, the three of them had already found a hotel and were
now shopping inside the mall.
"Mike, these glasses look good, try them."
In a shop, Yuting picked out a pair of glasses for Mike to put on. These
glasses have no prescription and are flat lenses, which means they look
good on.
After putting them on, Mike looked in the mirror, and he really looked a
lot more learned.
"Am I handsome?" Mike asked with a smile.
"Wow! Of course, my husband is handsome. Someone may even think
that you are a professor in a university." Yuting praised with admiration.
Fei Qi glanced at Mike and sneered, "That's because you look too fierce,
so you have to cover up your fury, after all, you don't have such a kind
face as mine. Like what I look like. I am like a good guy, while you look
like a villain."
Mike rolled his eyes at the words.
Compared with Fei Qi, he could be considered much more amiable. Fei
Qi was already a famous international assassin in foreign countries.
At that moment, Yuting's phone suddenly rang.
"Hey, it's my little sister calling. Does she know I have come to Jiangzhou
City......" Yuting muttered.
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"It's that very young sister you were talking about, right?" Mike sniffed
and said, "Call her out to get to know this brother-in-law."
Yuting had been saying that she didn't get along well with those
brothers and sisters of the younger generation of the Wang family, but
there was only a very young little sister who got along with her.
Yuting nodded and answered the phone.
"Hey, is that little sister ......?"
She originally had a smile on her face, but then. The smile on Yuting's
face disappeared when she heard something. She was first shocked, then
angry, and finally, even her eyes started to turn red.
Mike saw this and frowned.
After hanging up the phone, he asked quickly.
"What's wrong?"
In the meantime, Yuting clenched her fist and knitted together her
eyebrows as she trembled.
"The Wang family already knew about our story.”
"Oh?" Mike said indifferently, "That's just fine, I'll go back with you right
now and talk to them, and it's not a big deal."
"But grandpa seemed to be very angry, and he made my parents kneel
inside the lobby. And now the entire Wang family knows that my parents
are kneeling inside the lobby!" Yuting said sadly.
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"What! " Mike also frowned fiercely at the news. Although Li Wang didn't
treat him well, he was at least his mother-in-law.
"Outrageous! Why is the Wang family so disrespectful!" Mike raged and
said to Fei Qi, "Fei Qi, let's go back to the Wang family and go seek
justice for my father-in-law and mother-in-law!"
Fei Qi listened to Mike even though he was fighting and bickering with
him every day. He asked.
"Damn it! That's arrogant. Do you want me to have Jinwu to carry my
sniper rifle over here?"
"Are you insane?" Mike sniffed and said in a bad mood, "We're going
over to reason, but not to fight. Why don't you ask Jinwu to carry a
missile over for you?"
After paying for the glasses, Mike, Fei Qi and Yuting rushed menacingly
to the Wang's manor.
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